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The big cheese at Arby~ have brought two local brothers to court in a flap over chicken

Fast food fight gets messy
By Andy Newman

Jim and Ken Raffel, the brothers who own four
Southern Maine Arby's restaurants, spent $200,000 and
hired 20 people to open a specialty chicken restaurant
adjacent to their Forest Avenue Arby's. But those plans
were put on the back burner when the Arby's corporation cried fowl.
Arby's, Inc. took the Raffels to court to prevent them
from pushing their poultry. The roast beef executives,
who strive for oonsistencyfrom one restaurant to another,

claimed that Emily K's Rotisserie Chicken To Go would
"blur Arby's image in the Portland area."
This isn't the first food fight between the Raffels and
Arby's executives. In the early '80s, the Raffels began
offering locally grown fish and produce and a variety of
healthy menu items, in addition to the regular Arby's
fare. They say the company balked over those innovations, too. "It's been a bit of an irritation to them," said
Jim Raffel. 'The bureaucrats at Arby's like everything
neat and organized and by the book, and they don't like
to see variations."

On Oct. 8, a federal judge ruled that the Raffels could
open Emil y K's. But there are other battles brewing. The
corporation is now trying to 86 the Arby's altogether,
forcing the Raffels to take down their Arby's sign and
cease operating as an Arby's.
As this food fight becomes the messiest yet, the Raffel
brothers are struggling to operate their neighborhood
restaurant within the national chain - a chain that was
founded by their father.

Continued on Pflge 6

The heartbeat of The Building: Cafe No.

CBW(fonet! Harbert

Home at last in The Building Brown
Riders in the rental rodeo find shelter on Danforth Street
By W.D. Cutlip

Behold numbers 20 and 34 Danforth St., a single
building in a singular situation. It's brown and it's old
and it's ugly, a certain candidate for the relentless
bulldozers of urban renewal, a brick behemoth if
there ever was one.
Flatten it. Pave it. Sell it. It's a good site for an
office building or a mini- mall- both eminently
desirable pieces of real estate. Why in the world
doesn't someone knock this abomination over?
For a few reasons. First, the place is crawling with
artists and artisans of every deScription, mostly
refugees from the economic poopstorm that hit the

Old Port a while back. It's a pretty virulent infestation, one that would take more than a couple of Saabs,
some gray carpeting and track lighting to get rid of.
Second, all those hippie artist types are there with
the approval of J.B. Brown and Sons, a real estate
group from hell, you might say. Contrary to the laws
of greed and good sense, the J.B. Brown people do not
live solely for the rapid acquisition of big, big money.
Reprehensible! UnAmerican!
Third, the building itself - known as The Building
to its peculiar inhabitants - is alive. And it's likely to
stay that way, if the people who rent space there have
anything to say about it.
Continued on Pflge 8
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Marriage and Family Therapy
Institute Interns Available for Low
and Moderate Income Families

Interns are
specializing in
advanced
training for
marriage and
family therapy.

NEW ENGLAND
FAMILY INSTITUTE

A revl_ of the top n_s stories affecting
Corelder Portland: October 2 through 9, 1990.

(A Non Profit Corporatrion)

765 Congress St.
Portland, ME

871-1000

Enlargement Sale!
5x7
only

8 x 10

1A9
(reg. 2.49)

2A9
(reg. 3.59)

only

Hurry... Sale Ends
Wednesday, October 31
30 City Center, Portland • 772-7296
71 US' Route I. Scarborough· 883-7363
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IIpolitlcs of hate" pamphlet
smears District 30 race
An anti-abortion, anti-gay political pamphlet distributed in
Portland neighborhoods on Oct. 7 aimed to sway voters that
Republican Karen Evans should be elected over Democrat
Gerard P. Conley for the District 30 Maine Senate seat. The
pamphlet, which does not reveal who paid for it and is not
attributed to a campaign or organization, may violate Maine
election law. And the contact person named on the pamphlet
has been identified as Evans' campaign organizer.
The small pamphlet reads "Roman Catholics" across the top,
and says, "The record should be set straight to all Catholics and
Christians alike." It then labels Conley "a proponent of the gay
rights bill" and a supporter of abortion. The pamphlet was left
on car windshields on the morning of Oct. 7, a Sunday.
"I wish these people would go back under a rock," said Tony
Payne, campaign manager for Robin Lambert, who lost to
Evans in the June primary. Lambert had been a dear favorite in
that race, but lost when a pamphlet labelling him "a selfprofessed homosexual" was mailed to more than 4,000 District
30 Republicans only two days before the primary. That pamphlet, which was unattributed and for which Evans denied
responsibility, is under investigation by Maine's Commission
on Governmental Ethics and Election Practices.
The recent pamphlet also violates election laws because it
does not say what group paid for or authorized it, Payne said.
The contact person on the pamphlet, John Patrick Harrigan,
could not be reached on October 9. Neither could Karen Evans,
who was out of town and has said nothing about the pamphlet.
But Mike Quinn, who identified himself as Evans' "boyfriend,"
said that John Patrick Harrigan was the "general roordinator of
the campaign" for Evans.
"This smacks of the same sort of tactics which (Evans) was
alleged to have used in her race against Lambert," said Conley
of the pamphlet. "It is the politics of hate and it's trying to play
on people's prejudices." While Conley would not point a finger
at Evans for being behind the pamphlet, he said, "H she did it,
she shQuld be ashamed of herself. H she didn't, she should come
out and condemn it."
Conley is presently serving his second term in Maine's
House of Representatives; Evans has never held political office.
The District 30 seat in the Maine Senate they are vying for is
being left vacant by Sen. Thomas Andrews, who is running for
Congress from the 1st District.

Computerized Accounting Systems
Consulting. Training. Support

UNTERHALTER & CO.

s

"It faGu[oic{f "
Let's go back to the
Good Egg Pizzeria
a g a i n tonight!
Pi z z a is good fuel.

THE GOOD EGG

PIZZERIA
5 to 10:30 pm
7 nights 773 0801

INTERIOR LANDSCAPING
PLANT MAINTENANCE
flOWER DELIVERY
HOUSE CAllS

772·4635

Gays arrested for
Indecent exposure
on Western Prom
Thirteen men whom police
say had sex in open sight on
Portland's Western Promenade have been arrested for
indecent exposure.
Portland Deputy Police
Chief John Brennan said the
arrests follow increasing
numbers of complaints from
residents who had glimpsed
the homosexuals engaging in
sexual acts "and found that to
be offensive and threatening." He also said that several
gay men who have gone to
the prom seeking sex have
been assaulted by gaybashers and thieves.
Brennan said that Deering
Oaks Park at night "had been
the scene of a lot of negative
encounters between men
patrolling the area looking
for sex and others looking to
assault those men." But more

officers patrolling the park
and stepped-up enforcement
of a 10:00 p.m. curfew have
reduced those "encounters,"
Brennan said. However, he
noted the activity "has sort of
unilaterally moved" to the
Western Prom.
Diane Eire, President of
the Maine Lesbian/Gay
Political Alliance, said she
"questions the necessity of
arresting people" and said
police should use '1ess
restrictive ways to address
the issue."

Peoples Heritage
faces major loss
Peoples Heritage Financial
Group, Inc., the company that
owns Peoples Heritage Bank,
anticipates posting a "significant third-quarter loss" of
$10 million or more. A press
release from People's said
that "the unfavorable real
estate market and a weaken-

ing economy in general
continue to adversely affect
the company."
Peter Verrill, executive
vice-president and chief
financial officer at Peoples,
said the loss that the company posts may be worse
than its first-quarter loss,
which was $9.8 million.
Peoples had a gain of
$437,000 in the second
quarter. The company
expected to release its thirdquarter results in midOctober, but will wait instead
until the end of the month.
The bank is awaiting the
completion of an audit by
federal and state regulators
which will be used in calculating the loss.
Verrill said that bank
management will ask the
bank's board of directors to
suspend dividend checks to
its stockholders for the third
quarter. H the board approves, it will be the first
quarter Peoples stockholders
hadn't received dividend
checks since the bank became
a public stock corporation in
1986. Verrill said that the
bank has "a very healthy
capital base" of more than
$225 million and is healthy
enough to "withstand" this
and future losses, should they
occur.

Out-of-state
retailers back
Sunday sales
Maine's largest out-ofstate retailers have turned out
to be the primary financial
backers of the referendum
campaign to open all stores
on Sundays.
Campaign finance reports
submitted nearly a year late
by the Retail Federation of
Maine showed only one
Maine retailer - Porteous,
Mitchell and Braun of
Portland - among the 11
major contributors to the
signature-gathering effort.
The others were Sears,
Filene's, Jordan Marsh,
Hannaford Brothers, Shaw's
Supermarkets, and owners of
shopping malls in South
Portland, Auburn, Bangor
and Brunswick.
In all, the 11 backers
contributed $196,000 and
spent $156,000 to place the
initiative on the November 6
ballot as Question 1. Currently, stores in excess of
5,000 square feet may not
open on Sundays except
between Thanksgiving and
Christmas.
Opponents point to the list
of financial backers as an
indicator of which retail trade
sector will benefit most from
the referendum, if passed.
Small grocers and other
retailers, organized as Save
Our Sundays, contend that
village shopping districts
cannot compete with malls if
small stores lose their
exclusive on Sunday busi-

ness.
Continued on page 4

FALL FOLIAGE

PERSONAL DU JOUR

MOUNTAIN BIKE

... Health conscious, · energetic, on the
go ... enjoy unusual gourmet lunches served
quickly for a fast-paced day... sometimes
linger over a bowl of great homemade
soup ... careful how I spend my money... try to
choose the "healthy alternative" If this
sounds good to you, meet me at...

TOUR
Sunday October 14 • 10am
• All Levels Welcome
• Lunch Provided
• $4 Donation Requested
• Helmet Required

~

• Advance Registration
Recorrmended

• For More Information
Call 773-6906

[CYCLE

DORVIVANT
soups •

SANDWICHES • SALADS

10 Moulton St. • 774-4342

76 Portland Street, Portland. Maine (207) 773-6906

Try our delicious October Specials
-featuring-

Sauteed Chicken Breast $10.95

_____

with apples and cream

.-

Grilled Loin of Pork $11.95

~

I!~

31 MARKET STREET

PORTLAND
In the Portland Regency

Nails by Mary
Owner of two successful Conneclicut nail salons.

Be a lady right down
to your fingertips ...

call today for your apppointment

--781-7203-170 U.S. ROUTE 1 • SUITE 190 • FALMOUTH

~'.~':';.

h._

'~~"~.\...,!7

<>~...c;;:s

Fabulous nFOiOidiiiiiii

774-4200

Come to the nail technician
with 10 years experience for
your complete nail care.
• manicures
• acrylic nails
• gel nails
• pedicures
• nail wraps

-"

'"''''
A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza

with tomatoes and arugula

Portland's Casual
but Elegant
Dining Spot

t:::O

Revlan
MAKE-UP
for the 90's
00 OFF
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HAIRCARE
MANICURE6

A boUstic approach to
therapeutic massage by a
professional experienced in
conventional medidne.
Kathie D. McGonagle, LPN, CMT
Tberapeutic Massage

Continued from page 3

207-846-3306 or 781-5540

Maine People's
Alliance cries for
tax reform

613 Congrea &. + DorU!nd. M[ + TI4-1693

~~eculjp

Shine

~

"THE APPEARANCE SPECIALISTS"

Exterior
Simonizing,
Interior
Shampooing
& Deoderizing

Allfinish
work is
done by hand
for extra care.

TO CHARM ANY OCCASION

Hand Carwash
8am- 5pm
For an appoinbnent
call 773-2022

FonRiwr

361 W. COMMERCIAL ST.· PORTLAND, ME 04102

10 Exchange Street, Portland· 772-5119
Hours: Sun. 12-5, Mon.-Sat. 10-6, Thurs. 'til 8

AVEDA.

presents the

B.Y.O·.V.*

ALL
NATURAL

What a lovely
way to recycle!

PERM

*Bring Your Own Vase
and Let us fill it with
Fresh or Silk Flowers.

-no harsh
chemicals
-no odor

Special
Price $45
(reg $60)

~~

HARMON'S
584 Congress Street
Portland

Environmentally
Responsible,

No Animal Testing,
Please Rccycle

BARTON'S

~

117 Brown Street
Westbrook

774·5946

854·2518
Free parking at both locations.
on phone orders.

All major credit cards

hours: mon., tues., wed. &fri. 9-5, thurs. 9-6, sat. 9-12

PORTLAND'S ELITE CUTTERS

828-0426
222 St. John St. • Suite 21'5 • Portland

OUR

SUNDAY BRUNCH
BUFFET

NEED A

is back!

A wonderful Buffet of Bclgian Waffles, Smoked Salmon,
Homebaked Muffins, and Croissants, Carved Meats,
Salads, Fresh Fruits and more served in our ballroom.

Join US!
10:30 am - 1:30 pm
Call for reservations 774-4200

Portland

ARegency

20 Milk Street, Portland

arrived home shon of temper and feeling sorry for mYM!lf. As I
stared out the window wondering "what next," Damel bumped his head
up against my cheek. Curled up, purring and contented in my lap, he
reminded me of what was good and satisfying in my life. As much a.1l I
ever took care of him he took cart of me.
There is nothing like the love and devotion of a calor dog. They can
bring sunshine to a ramy day, comfort to a painful time. joy to an
otherwise boring ~ituauon. No one ill going to tell you that there aren '(
responsibilities and costs to keeping a pet, but for many people the c~1
is so little compared to the rewards.
My besl friend. Daniel. came from an animal sheller. The Animal
Refuge League is a temporary ~helter for lost and stray cats and dogs.
Come visit For a small adoption donation you may relUm home with a
bestinend for a IIfeume.

~~

. <:.Arumal Refuge League
Baxler Sheller
449 Siroudwaler. Westbrook, Maine 04092 (207) 854-9771

The Portland-based Maine
People's Alliance has become
the latest group to weigh in
with a tax-reform proposal
this campaign season, calling
for full public disclosure of
corporate profits.
Spurring the call for
disclosure was this year's 40
percent drop in the state's
corporate income taxes, a
falloff that state officials
blame on the sagging
economy. Maine corporations
in fisca11990 paid $57
million, compared to individual inoome taxes of $580
million.
"Nobody is calling for
raising anybody' s taxes," said
George Christie, MPA
executive director. ''But no
one knows why it's gone
down." Along with financial
disclosure for firms with
oombined annual sales and
assets of more than $1
million, the MPA wants
oompanies that receive tax
breaks to acoount for the jobs
created or saved by the
breaks.
The MPA has not been
alone this fall in addressing
tax issues. A pair of Republican state senators are part of
a group calling for a $30,000
homestead exemption on
property taxes, while other
candidates have called for an
expansion of the existing
circuit-breaker program that
links property-tax relief to
inoome.

To cruise or
snooze In OOB
Old Orchard Beach motel
owner Dan Bolduc, claiming
he had lost sleep and customers, proposed an anti-cruising
ordinance to the Old Orchard
Beach Town Council on Oct.
2. If enacted, it may be the
first such ordinance in Maine,
according to James Bennett,
Old Orchard Beach town
manager.
"It's bumper-to-bumper
out there. Cars are filled with
teenagers looking for action,
their stereos blaring and
horns honking. It's gotten so
we pray for rain on Friday
and Saturday nights so they'll
stay away," said Bolduc,
owner of the Hagship motel.
He added that guests are kept
awake some weekend nights
in the summer until 2 or 3
a.m.
A guest from Salem, Ore.,
who checked out of Bolduc's
motel earlier than he had
planned, suggested that
Bolduc oontact the Salem
Traffic Control Department
for a copy of their cruising
ordinance. Bolduc did and
took it to the OOB town
council to see if the town
could enact a similar ordi-

nance, which imposes tickets,
fines and second-violation
impoundment for cars seen
four times during any twohour time span.
According to Bennett,
Police Chief Winkel is
checking with the York
County district attorney's
office to see if the concept
presents any legal problems
before further action is taken.

AIDS spreading
among Maine
heterosexuals
One-fourth of the Mainers
who tested positive for the
presence of AIDS antibodies
in the first half of 1990 were
infected by heterosexual sex,
according to figures released
from the state Bureau of
Health. A total of 48 people
tested positive, 12 of whom
listed themselves as heterosexuals. In 1989, the first year
Maine required reporting of
anonymous positive tests, the
heterosexual percentage was
only 17 percent.
In general, the highest
number of positive tests was
reported in the 3O-to-39 age
group and in the southern
region (York, Cumberland
and Sagadahoc counties). Of
the 48 Mainers with positive
results, 42 were male.

State police to
Investigate their
own seat belts
The automobile death of a
police officer has prompted
Maine State Police to study
the door-mounted seat belts
installed in 128 of their
cruisers. The investigation
was spurred by the death of
Brunswick police officer
James Swint, whose seat belt
failed to restrain him when
the driver's door of his 1990
Chevrolet Caprice flew open
after the car struck a utility
pole on Oct. 1.
According to Lt. Col.
Daniel Cote of the Maine
State Police, state police
of~rs and technicians will
meet with federal officials
and representatives of
General Motors to see what
can be done about the seat
belts.
Russell Shew, a member of
the vehicle safety staff of the
Center for Auto Safety in
Washington, D.C., said that
eight deaths, including
Swint's, have been linked to
the door-mounted belts. '''The
seat belt needs to be attached
to the pillar behind the door.
If it's mounted to the door
and the door opens, it's not
going to restrain you properly," said Shew, He added
that this type of seat belt has
been used in other General
Motors' models and some
Mitsubishi, Nissan and
Honda models as well.
Shew's consumer group
petitioned the National
Highway Traffic Safety
Administration in August to
recall the estimated 5 million
GM cars equipped with doormounted seat belts.

Pro-life advocate
will vote for prochoice candlcate

BLACI( TIE.

Sen. Thomas Andrews is
pro-choice, but one of the
state's most ardent right-tolifers is going to vote for him.
Andrews, the 1st District
Democratic candidate for the
House of Representatives,
won a roundabout endorsement from Sandra Faucher,
Maine resident and director
of the National Right to Ufe
Political Action Committee.
Faucher disagrees with
Andrews' abortion stance but
awards him high marks for
consistency.
Republican candidate
David Emery's oonversion
from an anti-abortion to prochoice stance earlier this year
proves he "can't be trusted
on any issue," Faucher wrote
in a paid political advertisement in the August issue of
Ufe for Maine. '1've decided
my vote will go to Tom
Andrews. He is the lesser of
two evils and will be easier to
defeat in the next election."
Dennis Bailey, press
secretary for the Andrews
campaign, said Faucher's
vote was neither expected nor
sought.

we now have

will be open

lOam - 6:30pm, man - fri

DINNER TAI(EOUT
or eat in

Daily Specials
870 Broadway.

RICHARD ' PARK~ , GALLERY

40% OFF SALE
BAUHAUS-----,
Sofas, Sleepers,
Love Seats and
Chairs ...
Many styles and
fabrics to
choose from ...
all in stock for
immediate
delivery.
Don '/ Miss This Sale I
major , ....it card. • In·....... financing • free politi",

PORTLAND

BANGOR

ELLSWOKIH
288 Fore Slreet - 170 ParI< Sueel. High Street
774·1322

942-6880

6(;7·3615

RICH.iRD, P .iRK~ , G.iLLERY

Six deer dead In
Cape Elizabeth,
so far
Six deer had been killed as
of Oct. 8 in Cape Elizabeth's
bowhunting season, which
started Oct. 1. In an effort to
reduce the dense herd that
has caused crop damage and
traffic accidents, special deer
hunting permits have been
issued that allow hunters to
take three deer of either sex,
as opposed to the state's limit
of one buck. The deer must
be taken by bow and arrow,
as it is unlawful to discharge
firearms in Cape Elizabeth.
Reported by Joan !vmtro,
RRndy Wilson and
Andy Ntum'IIlII.

WEIRD NEWS:
"The Internal Revenue
Service said that professional
sports players who are fined
by their teams or leagues can
deduct the fines from their
federal tax returns. "We
couldn't find anything that
would deny a deduction,"
said Wilson Fadely, an IRS
spokesperson in Washington.
"It could be considered as
being an ordinary [business]
expense,"
"Police in Edmonton,
Alberta, reported that drug
activity in a city park has
dropped dramatically since
businesses began booming
classical music in the park. A
7-Eleven store in British
Columbia reported that its
problem with loitering
teenagers ended once it
began piping Muzak into the
parking lot.

UI
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FAST FOOD FIGHT
Continued from front page

Dr. Kathleen Norris
Chiropractor
is pleased to announce
the opening of

Atlantic
Chiropractic
222 St. John St.· Suite 322

Portland, Maine 04102

•

Care for:
o
o

Accidents &. Whiplash

Sports &. Martial Arts Injuries
• Work-related Injuries

o

Back &. Neck Pain, Headaches

PolyGram Music Video is proud to release Roger Water's
"The Berfin Wal~lIve in Berfin'. On July 21, 1990,
Postdamer Platz, the noman's land between East and West
Berlin, provided the site for the largest and most ambitious
live musical event ever to be staged anywhere in the world.
Roger Waters, the former leader of Pink Aoyd, leads a cast
of hundreds, including Van Morrison, Cyndi Lauper, Joni
Mitchell, Bryan Adams, Sinead O'Conner, The Scorpions,
Thomas Dolby, The Band, Marianne Faithfull and Albert
Finney in a celebration of life and peace. Also included are
some very special interviews and behind-the-scenes footage.

.·u....

Services include:
o
o

POLYG RAM MUSIC VIDEO

Family Health Care

sale~9015

Nutritional Counseling
• Massage Therapy
o

Exercise Instruction

For an appointment
or initial consultation
at no charge,
call 772-6411

VIDEOPORT

OPENING
October 16th!

BOOKS
is now located at
81 Ocean St.,
South Portland

Tel. 799-SAVE
Used & OUI-oC-Print Book.
We buy book., 100.
lues to fri 12:30-5, sat 1l:30-4

WVWCA
87 Spnng Street . Portland

SWIMMING
THIS WINTER?
the Atlantic:
40° average temp.
the lake: frozen (!)

1£,'.
'tWCA Pool: 83°

Again this
year,
we're
suffering
from
•
exceSS1ve
plaque
buildup.
•
•
•
•

Station of the Year
Best Same-day Newscast
Best Election Coverage
Best Sports Special

R!·1'.'(3~' ~ I
Portland's NewslTalk Station

\' " ....,

>\

\"~IJ.I,.,(

YWCA lAP SWIM
874-1130 for info

II,,· \ .,.. .. I.lI~...J I'".....
"')t\o-\I- '1"'"'1- .'", ..
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It was 5:00 p.m. and the dinner crowd began to shuffle into
the Arby's on Forest A venue. Vi valdi' s '''The Four Seasons"
played on the sound system. Two people meandered around
the salad bar. Jim and Ken Raffel, the brothen; who own this
and three other Maine Arby's, sat side by side in a booth.
The Raffels explained how Emily K's Rotisserie Chicken To
Co has soured their relations with the Arby's corporation,
which is now attempting to terminate the Raffels' license to do
business as an Arby's.
"Technically I shouldn't have a sign up there," said Ken
Raffel, pointing to the Forest Avenue sign where the trademarked ten-gallon cowboy hat has "Arby's" written on the
brim. "Technically I shouldn't have an Arby's cup. Technically
we're no longer an Arby's right here, right now, today."
But the Brothers Raffel continue to operate their Forest
Avenue restaurant anyway, and are awaiting another court
decision over whether they can continue to hang out the Arby's
shingle.
Ken Raffel, 39, wore a short-sleeved dress shirt open at the
collar. Jim Raffel, 33, wore a white oxford shirt and a navy blue
tie with white lobsten; on it. Their wire eyeglasses are the same
shape. One Raffel starts a sentence, the other finishes it; one
searches for a word or a figure, the other provides it; one
speaks, and the other looks at the person being spoken to rather
than his brother. Sitting there in the booth, they seemed jOined
at the hip.
The communication and understanding between these
brothers are in sharp contrast to what they're describing:
misunderstandings with the Arby's corporation that have led to
court battles.

The Arby's recipe
In 1964, when Jim was six years old and Ken was 13, their
father, Leroy Raffel, and his brother, Forrest Raffel, founded the
Arby's chain with a restaurant in Youngstown, Ohio. They
called it Arby's after the acronym for Raffel Brothers: RB.
The hot roast beef sandwich featured at the restaurant was a
hit, and the chain grew quickly. The senior Raffels sold the
chain to Royal Crown Cola in 1976, which retained the company until 1984 when Victor Posner acquired it.
Today there are approximately 2,100 Arby's restaurants in
the United States and abroad, including restaurants now
racking up record roast beef sales in Saudi Arabia. The Arby's
corporation owns and operates about 240 Arby's - the rest are
owned by Arby's licensees, local business people who own one
or more of the restaurants.
These licensees and the larger company have a typical
franchise arrangement. Before they start cooking under the
Arby's name, licensees pay the company an initial fee and agree
to pay royalties of 3.5 percent of annual gross sales. An average
Arby's restaurant grosses about $675,000 a year.
licensees also agree to prepare their food to uniform standards, so that Arby's customers visiting Maine from Arkansas
get something that looks, feels, and tastes just like the roast beef
sandwiches they eat back home. Finally, licensees promise that
the architecture of their restaurants will meet certain company
specifications.
In return, licensees receive substantial savings on food and
other products that the corporation buys in quantity, and they
benefit from national and regional advertising campaigns.
Leroy Raffel was no longer involved with Arby's when his
sons followed in his footsteps. Jim and Ken Raffel opened their
first Arby's in South Portland in 1978. They then opened Arby's
restaurants in Auburn and Augusta in 1979, and Portland in
1985. Leroy Raffel invested in his sons' growing business.
In the early '80s, the Raffels began to make healthy deviations from the Arby's core menu. They began with a salad bar
that stocked organic vegetables, tofu and tabouleh. (Last
summer was the first year since 1981 in which local produce
wasn't purchased for the restaurants, but Ken Raffel vows to
buy local produce again soon.)
The Raffels also debuted a lobster roll, a crab meat and Swiss
cheese sandwich, a fresh fish sandwich which is grilled instead
of fried, a chicken sandwich which is baked instead of fried,
locally baked whole wheat buns, a vegetable soup made from
scratch using fresh vegetables and local apple cider.
The Raffels expanded their market as a result. Their offerings
appealed to dieters and food elitists who had previously turned
up their noses at fast food restaurants. And their decision to buy
locally was good news for local fishennen, farmen; and bakers.
The Maine Nutrition Council and the Center for Science in
the Public Interest, a Washington-based consumer group,
served up awards to the Raffels. The Raffels were also commended in a New York Times editorial, and featured in the
Boston Globe, Maine newspapers and on the Cable News
Network.
But the roast beef executives at Arby's headquarters weren't
hot on the health food. They could stomach roast beef in the
Arabian desert, but not lobster in Maine.

Forest Avenue (restaurant) and 10 and behold, found out the
restaurant was under major construction." He added that the
"Raffels went forward really on the sly."
''We never lied," said Jim Raffel. ''We never tried to keep it
from them." The Raffels maintain that they never got the goahead on their plans from the Arby's home office because a
lawyer advised them they didn't need to.
Kayatta said that the company is acting against the Raffels in
the interests of the Arby's reputation and other Arby's licensees.
Kayatta offered this fast food hypothetical situation: "If you
drove up to McDonald's tomorrow and found the Kentucky
Fried Chicken slogan hanging from the Golden Arches,
wouldn't you just assume one of them must have bought out
the other and they're in business together? And then when you
An Idea hatches
went to another McDonald's you'd say, 'Hey, where's the
chicken? I thought I could get chicken here.'''
"This is it," said Jim Raffel, standing beside the tall rotisserie
"Consumers know what to expect when they walk in (an
oven where golden-brown chickens turned slowly on spits.
Arby's) door," said Queen. "And study after study has shown
"This is what all the brouhaha's about."
that assurance and knowing what to expect is why they walk in
Rotisserie chicken is what really ruffled the feathen; at the
the door in the fin;t place."
Arby's home office. Unlike previous food fights, however,
Kayatta added that many licensees' businesses are smaller
there's no indication that the home office will back off.
than the Raffels' four-restaurant enterprise: "Some of those
This fight might never have got cooking if not for Emily
people feel very threatened by having the Arby's trademark
Raffel Koven, Jim and Ken Raffels' cousin. It wasn't long before
endangered. There have been
franchises that have gone
down the drain because
they've lost their identity in
the consuming market."
But one of those smaller
licensees, Robert Smith, who
owns an Arby's in Bangor,
said he wasn't worried about
losing his identity. In an
affidavit filed in U.s. District
Court on the Raffels' behalf,
Smith stated: '''The Raffel's
plan to sell rotisserie-roasted
chicken under the separate
Emily K's trademark. .. does
not harm other Arby's
licensees or the Arby's
system in generaL. I do not
believe that my customers
would be disappointed or
confused if they could not
purchase roasted chicken."
The Raffels said that the
dining room of their Arby's
CB W/Tonee Harbert
would from now on be
The young Brothers Raffel: Jim and Ken, with their chickens.
referred to as '''The Forest
"At some point doing the lobster roll we got a letter from
Arby's that said, 'It's unapproved - take it off the menu,'" said
Brother Jim. "We sent them a letter showing them what our
sales were and said, 'No way: They said, 'Okay, just send us a
sample of the lobster and tell us how you're handling it,' and
they gave us approval:'
And so it went for the Brothen; Raffel: "Every (new) product,
they would send us a letter saying to remove it, and then we
would prove to them that it was a good product and that it was
successful and they would eventually back off."
The Raffels' food fights are not uncommon among pioneer
franchisees. In August, some Maine McDonalds' ownen; had a
run-in with the Big Macs when they introduced a lobster roll.

the Raffel brothen; were chewing over the idea of adding it to
their repertoire. When they looked at restaurants in New York
City and elsewhere in the country, they noted that poultry was
billed as nutritious: the rotisserie method sears in chicken's
natural juices while the excess fat drips off.
But would rotisserie chickens fly with Arby's home office?
Ken Raffel said they never expected them to. ''We knew that
we'd have menu constraints and we can respect that. It was our
hope that by building a separate building with a unique identity
and its own sign, that we would not have the restrictions we
would as an Arby's:'
The Raffels converted part of their dining room into Emily
K's Rotisserie Chicken To Co. They also planned for Emily K's
to have its own staff - not people on the clock at Arby's - who
would wear different uniforms than Arby's employees. Emily
K's was also designed to use separate cooking eqUipment and
cash registers, the Raffels said.
Over the summer, the Raffels sank $200,000 in Emily K's,
hired 20 people to work there and planned to open on Oct. 1.
But a chicken has yet to be served and the cash register hasn't
seen a dime.
The Arby's corporation has trussed the Raffels in court. The
corporation's case pivots on the Raffels having proceeded with
their plans for Emily K's without first gaining approval to alter
the Arby's building. Arby's licensees are required to get the
company's blessing before they change their restaurants, but the
Raffels didn't notify Arby's until July 31, when their plans had
already been crystalized and their contracton; were banging
nails.
"This is really a simple case, when somebody promises
they'd do something and they didn't do it," said William
Kayatta, a Portland lawyer representing the corporation. '''They
promised in writing (in the initial license agreement) they'd get
initial approval for their (building) plans and if they made any
modifications to them, they'd come back and ask approval."
The corporation instead was presented with a "fait accomplis,"
which "is different from seeking approval," Kayatta said . He
added that at Arby's corporate headquarters, "people are
stunned. They thought they were dealing with people who
would keep their word."
Thomas Queen, a Washington, D.C. lawyer who has represented the corporation for 14 yean;, said that "stunned" reaction
was due in part to the way the changes at the restaurant were
discovered. He said, "Arby's had no knowledge of what was
underway until one of our auditors happened to go by the
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Avenue Food Court." They consider their Arby's and Emily K's
no more linked than two restaurants that share the food court at
The Maine Mall or at One City Center. They claim that Arby's
and Emily K's will become "dual-concept" stores, like the
D'Angelo Sandwich Shops and Steve's Ice Cream stores that
share roofs in this region.
David Soley, a Portland lawyer representing the Raffels, said
in papen; filed in U.S. District Court, "A customer who walks
into the Forest Avenue Food Court will be confronted with a
clear choice: If he or she wishes to purchase food from Arby's
the individual will proceed. straight ahead to an orange door
clearly marked Arby's... If he or she wishes to purchase food
from Emily K's, the individual will turn to the right and
proceed though a yellow door clearly marked Emily K's...
Customers will have the option of exercising freedom of choice:
They can choose to purchase food at Arby's or at Emily K's."

Chaining up good food
When Leroy Raffel opened the fin;t Arby's restaurant in
1964, he held the radical idea that his roast beef sandwich could
berome a national phenomenon. And as the chain grew, his
idea was realized.
But as Arby's and other chains have grown they've become
bent on uniformity. By buying all their food from national
distributon;, chains and franchisees who warm their food snub
local farmers, fisherman and other food suppliers. Those chains
take more from local economies than they give back.
This low on the fast food chain, the junior Raffel brothers'
idea to serve healthy, local food in their Arby's restaurant is as
radical an idea as their father's.
"I think Arby's and any corporation has a mandate to
achieve standardization," said Ken Raffel. "But you have to be
responsive to local needs. And ultimately, even though we're a
chain restaurant, first and foremost we're a neighborhood
restaurant."

Andy Newman writes about food for Casco Bay Weekly
when other staffers bite off more than they am chew.
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THE BUILDING
BROWN
Continued from front fHlge

Photos by
ronee Harbert

J.B. Brown himself, the original, one-and-only Portland big
shot of the last century, built the molasses warehouse now
known as The Building in the mid-l800s.
Mr. Brown was not in the molasses cookie business, a fact
which led most people to assume that he was in the business
of distilling rum. (Most of J.B. Brown's activities were intuited
rather than known; he was not in the habit of broadcasting the
small details of his business to the general public. Mr. Brown
was also rumored to have made part of his considerable
fortune in the slave trade, a method of making money which
fell out of fashion in the North around the time of the Civil
War.)
In the years that followed, the fortunes of J.B. Brown and
Sons rose and fell with the fortunes of the region, but the firm
retained possession of The Building. Being neither a particularly elegant building nor an unusually repulsive one, The
Building survived several decades of wildly fluctuating real
estate trade unmolested.
In the '4Os and 'SOs, The Building served as a furniture
warehouse, and later as a junk dealer's prime repository.
Over the next 30 years, The Building fell into disuse and
disrepair. Despite the good will and preservative vision of
The Building's owners, it seemed destined for demolition.
But in 1985, local entrepreneur Greg Plimpton decided to
lease it from J.B. Brown and Sons, with the expressed intention of dividing the space and letting it out to artists and
artisans. "He sort of had Soho (the New York City art district)
in mind," says Dave Gass of J.B. Brown and Sons, "a place
where artists lived in their lofts. What he didn't realize at first
was that city zoning prohibits people from living there. But it

worked out anyway."
According to Gass, setting up a working space in The
Building was not as simple as hanging out a "For Rent" Sign.
''It was still leased to a junk dealer until about six years ago,"
he says. "There was literally five feet of crap standing everywhere, and the space was pretty raw to begin with. But he got
it from us at a reasonable rate, and liked the idea of what he
could do with it."
Plimpton scooped out the rejecta from ISO years of marginal commerce to reveal a large, primitive, brick-walled
structure supported by large beams. The floor, when he
finally saw it, consisted of wide pine planks.
Having accomplished this much, he then proceeded to lay
in a steady supply of renters. This turned out to be nowhere
near as difficult as uncovering the floor, due in large part to
the astronomical rise in rental rates in the Old Port and
elsewhere.
Throughout the '60s and '70s, the Old Port served the area
as an art colony, a place where hippies and other persons
outside the economic mainstream could live inexpensively
and work in relatively comfortable surroundings.
Then, in the early '80s, the collective voice of the new
capitalistic overclass was heard in the Old Port. The voice
said, "Look at all the nice things the hippie artists have done,
Muffy. Let's buy it."
And buy it they did, gentrifying the Old Port far beyond
the ability of the average mortal to afford studio space there.
Thereafter, reasonable rentals became as scarce as reasonable
parking cops, causing most of Portland's artists, craftspersons
and artisans to live a somewhat nomadic existence.
All of which was okay with the real estate establishment so long as the boom was on. Developers haven't lost any sleep
over the fate of displaced persons since the Archangel
Michael turned Adam and Eve out of the Garden of Eden.
But when the boom went bust, real estate brokers began to
lose a prodigious amount of sleep, as well as a lot of money.
Landlords who had been making a killing in the rental market
were forced to lower their expectations so fast that their ears
popped.
Most landlords soon discovered that Portland is actually a
very small city, and that the people here have long memories.
When the stream of new suckers from out of town slowed to a
trickle, many of the more infamous landlords began to sweat.
These days studio space, once scarce, can be had for a song
just about anywhere in the city.
The folks at Neilson/Wainwright Design, two of The
Building's more "mainstream" inhabitants, rode out the rental
rodeo in perfect discomfort. 'We were up on Congress St.,"
says Gina Neilson wearily, "and the landlord that we had
came in, did a fancy retrofit and then wanted to jack the rents
up a thousand percent.
"So we just left - too bad for him: he didn't realize that
would happen. Wffve been on Exchange St., wffve been on
Congress St., and now we're here. We're staying here, too.
Wffre very happy here."
Indeed: all of The Building's denizens seem to have been at
least fairly happy right from the start. "The whole thing came
together fairly quickly," says David Gass, "and a sort of
community sprang up around it immediately. Even among
those people in The Building who were not artists per St, there
was still a real bond."
Plimpton gradually became disenchanted with his landlord
role, which he eventually abdicated. Late last year, management of The Building devolved to Dave Gass.
According to Gass, The Building's residents were nervous
about the change. ''They were afraid that we (J.B. Brown and
Sons) would try to make it over into class'A' office space. But
that's just not our style."

The community building
Paul Lichter and Chuck Feil sit smoking over a cup of java
in Cafe No, Paul's place of business and the de facto community center of The Building.
Chuck Feil manages Options, a fleecewear company that
manufactures clothing designed by his wife, Maralyce Ferree.
Like so many of his neighbors, Chuck is militantly pleased to
be in The Building, having been chased out of various residences by a succession of get-rich-quick landlords - only to
fall into the good hands of J.B. Brown and Sons.
'We started out in the Old Port," says Chuck, "and moved
in here when Greg (Plimpton) started renting it out. It was the
best thing that could have happened to us.
"J.B. Brown has been real supportive. We renegotiated our
lease last year, and it was done in a forum where we all sat
down and talked about it. They (J.B. Brown) just sat down
and said, 'Here are our plans for this building. What is it you
guys need?'
''I think that's pretty rare," says Chuck. ''Usually a landlord is going to dictate to you: 'This is what we're doing. If
you don't like it, we'll jack up the rent until you leave.' I don't
get that from these guys. They like all the little stories in this

novel that's developing here."
One of the happier chapters of that book happens to be a
recent one. Cafe No, a first-class jazz venue and brainchild of
Paul Lichter and David Snow, has evolved into the common
space for artists and artisans in The Building.
Th~ 30 or so regular inhabitants of The Building - painters,
bookbmders, recording engineers, film editors, printers, boat
builders, textile artists, ceramists, activists, sign painters, idea
persons, you name it - worked in adjacent spaces more or
less as unenlightened strangers.
That is, until Cafe No opened.
"People in this building kind of worked across halls or
upstairs from one another for a long time without getting to
know each other," says Paul. "But people don't congregate in
the place where they work.
"So they come down here and catch up on what's going on.
They get caught in their own worlds up there and then come
down here and schmooze, come in and relax, just be together.
This (Cafe No) is just a natural place to gather that way."
With the addition of Cafe No, The Building developed a
social focus, which in turn encouraged the growth of a
genuine, cohesive community. Indeed, the people in The
Building seem to have more of a sense of community than
most people who simply live at home.
. !he.dictionary defines community as "a body of people
livmg m one place under the same laws; also, a natural
population of plants and animals occupying a common area."
The Building qualifies under either definition. Like a woodland community of skunks and flowers, the thing just naturally grew there.
As for a common law, most of the people in The Building
seem to have adopted Help Thy Neighbor as a guiding
principle.
''The signs for all of the businesses here have been done by
people right in this building," says Paul. 'We almost don't
have to go outside. It's all happening in here. And there have
been several occasions where help on a lot of different levels
has been forthcoming right in this building."
One wonders: do the well-to-do newcomers in the Old
Port, the ritzy shop owners and franchise operators who
chased the hippies and the artists out, have anything comparable?
Not likely. The slash-and-burn economic policy of the
recent real estate boom was not conducive to the growth of
anything durable. (For instance: a durable economy.) In a
world where the investor's commitment to a region extends
only so far as the next highest offer, "community" is a word
without meaning, a worthless intangible.
Certainly it's nothing that can be purchased.

The Building Inside out
Stumbling around Danforth Street in search of The
Building's parameters, I fail to notice that, while the bricks
seem to continue unbroken, The Building does not. The
offices of Ocean Navigator magazine are in an adjacent
building (18 Danforth St.) that abuts The Building almost
invisibly.
Once inside, I experience a little vertigo. The walls are
plastered and painted. The staid, sparsely finished carpentry
of 18 Danforth St.looks positively Baroque next to the bombshelter minimum of The Building. The overall effect is somehow disquieting.
The Ocean Navigator staffs response to me is also a little
s~ge, though understandable under normal (non-Building)
cucumstances. They know who Paul Lichter is and know that
hffs in the building next door, but the notion of writing an
article about a building - indeed, the whole concept of The
Building - is as foreign to them as their corporate panache is
to me. Editor Tim Queeny takes me outside and shows me
where the bricks change color, the dividing line between their
building and The Building. I thank him heartily and step
through the doorway of 20 Danforth St.
Inside The Building, I am again struck by the venerable,
dusty historicity of the place. By contrast, 18 Danforth St.
seems like a nylon pup tent. I bring this observation to the
women of Neilson/Wainwright Design, who instantly agree.
''It's a good test of whether or not you're going to be able
to work with a person or not," says Lynda Litchfield, who
suble~ studio space from Neilson/Wainwright. 'When they
come m the door and say 'Oh, this is a neat place,' you know
yo~ can. do bus~ess. If they say 'When's your landlord going
to fix thlS place, you know you're never going to have a
meeting of the minds."
Like many of The Building's inhabitants, Gina Neilson
regards the current downturn in the economy with a faintly
nihilistic sense of relief.
'We used to think that (what happened in the Old Port)
was going to happen here," says Gina, "until the boom went
bust. Just as the wave was coming down the street to sweep
us in, the bottom fell out of the real estate market. We feel
pretty safe here for now. Until something happens and the

•

"We used to
The Building bordered by Danforth .net M.ple streets.

think that what

Jaguars (cars) come back."
What if the bust goes boom again?
'We stay," says Gina. ''The people here have to voluntarily
leave. You should have seen the number of people who
showed up when Greg (Plimpton) was about to hand The
Building over to J.B. Brown. People had a beef with him.
People were angry.
''That would be the biggest crisis, would be to say, Wffre
selling The Building, and all you people have to be out in 30
days.' You'd see an uprising."
What if some high-tech, big-portfOlio business just creeps
in? And then another and another?
"You could find somebody next door that was on their way
down, maybe," says Gina. 'We're all sort of on our way up.
There could be some company that quickly moves all its rugs
and typewriters and ferns and quickly escapes to this building.
'We're hoping it doesn't happen. For one thing, highheeled shoes wouldn't work well here. For another, I think
Dave (Gass) sort of screens people. I don't think it's going to
happen."
Dave Gass does not say whether or not he actively screens
people, but he does admit to a preference for less formal
tenants. 'We've probably shown (the unrented 10 percent of
The Building) more in the last two weeks than we have in the
last five months," he says, "and not just to visual artists. Most
of these businesses are one- or two-man architectural or
design firms looking to get out of their expensive Old Port
rentals. The p~pect.s (for ~g that space) are very good."
But The Buildmg lS not Just a haven from high rent. Connie
Hayes, as fine a painter as you will ever meet, moved into The
~uilding ~fter w~rking alone in her home for several years. "I
like walking out mto the halls and bumping into other
~rtists," she says. "But the best part about being here is that
It'S a secret. People who come to the studio are delighted to
see a lively interior wrapped in such a quiet exterior."
Does she ever worry about losing her space to some
upscale catalogue company?
'~o. I th~k J.B. Brown is too smart to improve too heavily.
Besides, we re too attached to this space to leave it."
So it would seem.

happened in the

W.D. Cutlip is an artist forever
in search of a deant landlord.

Old Port was
going to happen
here, until the
boom went bust.
Just as the wave
was coming
down the street
to sweep us in,
the bottom fell
out of the real
estate market. "
Gina Nielson
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Something in your story
on population (CBW 9/27/
90), 10 things you can do,
bugs me. Call it a matter of
syntax, but words do shape
the way we think, and we're
long overdue for some fresh
thinking on the subject of
women, men and procreation.
Under number five,
"Spread the Love Around,"
the following suggestion
appears: "If you are lucky
enough to be blessed with a
strong maternal urge,
consider adopting ... "
Why not paternal urge?
Parental urge? Are you
blaming the urge to populate
the world with one's little
look-alikes on women alone?
Do you think men are free
from the urge to have, hug,
love and raise children?
Maternal means only
"motherly." Don't fatherly
urges deserve the same
respect? Shouldn't fathers
share with mothers the
feeling of inalienable responsibility for a child?
Overpopulation is not a
women's issue. Daycare is
not a women's issue. Contraception is not a women's
issue. These issues are
thrown into the laps of
women when the rights and
responsibilities of men are
neglected.
I would add a couple of
tips to your list, tailored for
men:
Acknowledge your
paternal urges. Support
research to improve men's
contraceptives. Take responsibility for the future of your
bodily fluids.

~~~
Hannah Holmes
Brooklyn, NY

Scientific socialism
Your article entitled "Too
Many People" (CBW 9/27/
90) was a nice start. People
the world over truly need to
be made aware of this
alarming problem of overpopulation. Look around;
people cavorting freely wasting resources. Scientists
and mathematicians are
listened to once in a while,
when it's fashionable - neat
little lists of "ren Things"
once could do... only when
convenient, I'm afraid. I think
it's appropriate; given today's
enormous ecological!
sociological problems, that
we should call for a "scientific socialism" model. The
earth should be managed by
an educated government
consisting of qualified
governors. These qualifications should be based on
scientific and mathematic
aptitudes. The duty of this
government would be to
control, on a global basis,
food supply, transportation,
energy, health care and
certain population-control
operations. In short, anything
of great importance. Some of
the points in your article

were dead right; limits on
childbirth, a more aggressive
abortion policy, the elderly
accepting death with dignity,
the empowerment of women,
and a more encompaSSing
system of economic regulation. Basically the elimination
of the excesses that are
inherent in our capitalist
system. We have been living
under an outdated system of
"nations" controlled by
greed. Our world cannot
continue to be controlled by
the layman. We need people
who know better how to
manage for the good of the
whole. We'd better do
something soon.

J~d/I/i/eYAaron Hiclder
Gorham

Advocating child
abuse?
Please consider the
following non-malicious
opinions for publication. You
do not have my permission to
edit these opinions:
Do neo-environmentalists
attempt credibility from
mainstream issues like
abortion? Your editor /
publisher / writer called a
fetus an unborn child in his
article on overpopulation
(CBW 9/27/90). Then your
paper published a prochoicer's condemnation of his
choice of words (CBW 10/4/
90), all of which resulted in a
new CBW image: Monte,
Participant in the radical
Green movement to ... Monte,
Pro-Lifer? Hardly, given that
he defined fetuses as human
AND abortions as necessary
strategy in helping our
environment.
It's one thing to advocate
abortion while naively
regarding fetuses as things,
but it's quite another to
advocate abortion while
regarding fetuses as children.
In both cases unborn children
get killed. Abortion is child
abuse. So it seems that Monte
Paulsen advocated child
abuse.
As a former Femin-Nazi I
hope he understands soon
that putting planet Earth
before people in that way
should never, ever be reason
to kill. Mass destruction
ought to be understood and
avoided by now. Greens here
and in Europe may help
"Mother Earth" but most
definitely harm fellow
humans who get in their way.
What is so credible about
that?

1(tuvf..J /?MivJ.l--Nancy P. Akers
Portland
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Think
of it as
Morning
Radio
for
grownups.
:;::::::/]llifIl!!]Hl;:;m; Jim Cro cker
and Bruce Campbell arePortland's favorite morning radio team.
Why? Because they put an adult
perspective on the events and issues
of the day. And because their supporting cast includes Maine's best
radio news staff, award-winning
sportscasts, the most accurate
weather forecasts, the country's only
Australian astrological prognosticator and a guest list that reads like a
'Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a
month-we're sure it will change the
way you start your day!

:tAVEDAArornatherapy

Scalp Massage
:t Hair Clarifying,

Deep Conditioning
Treatment with Styling
:t Manicure and
Makeup touch.up

$39.99
(offer expires 10/31/90)

Picture Yourself:

1J1'.'t1!' ~ I
Portland's NewsfTalk Station

Image & Relaxation Center

854-1365
Call for a r",e brochure

I 2 Westbrook Common
Westbrook. ME 04092
Gift certificates always available.
visa/mclamex welcome.
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• Otis Coyote, well-known
"rockjazzpunkfusioncountry
classicmofofunkpop" band
and all-around creatureculture phenomenon, has
finally heard the Call of the
Weird. (Hmm. Let's say
"heard it coming from
another direction.") Anyway, after tearing up the

artistic experience of the
first water (sorry). Build a
boat with your young child
as museum educators
demonstrate slab, coil and
pinch techniques for
modeling self-hardening
clay. (Will these boats
actually float or otherwise
hold water? A good question.) The program runs
from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. The
cost of the parent-child
workshop is $10 for nonmembers and $8 for members. There is a $5 fee for
additional children. Fee

The Casco
Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days and
more ways
to be
Informed,
get Involved
and stay
amused.
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections
must be received In writing on the Thursday prior
to publication. Send your calendar and Listings
Information to: Ellen Llburt Casco Bay Weekly,
187 Clark St., Portland, ME 04102.

decreed today to be Apple
Day at Gilsland Farm.
Observance of this delicious
event shall be between the
hours of 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
at the Society's headquarters, 118 Rte. 1, Falmouth.
.Apple cider shall be
pressed and tasted all day;
digestion should soon
follow. The Society offers
guided walks of the sanctuary at 10:30 a.m., an apple
pruning demonstration at 1
p.m. and crafts for children
throughout the day. The
crowning event shall be the
Second Annual Apple Pie
Contest, to be judged at
11 :30 a.m. To register for
the contest, pick up an
entry form from the Maine
Audubon Society'S Carroll
Tiernan, who can be
reached by calling 781-2330.
Please refrain from salivating while the connection is
being made.

• "Make new friends, but
keep the old. One is silver,
the other is gold." So the
Brownie Scouts sweetly
sing. Remember Richard
Nixon? Gosh, what a lovely
man. Hardly a week goes
by when I don't hear some
aspiring wiseacre say,
"Nixon was actually a good
president, you know!" Well,
memory often fails when
the truth hurts. Refresh
your memory - and your
pain - by watching ''The
American Experience:
Nixon" tonight at 8 p.m. on
MPBN channel 26. Decide
for yourself whether
Richard Nixon is silver,
gold or something a little
more "brownie." For more
information, call 941-1010.

• Jung and the restless:
Like your profoundly
profound, obscure-butcompelling inscrutabelia
third-hand? (Like "Marx
says that Jefferson said that
Christ said ... ") This is your
lucky day! Bowdoin
College in Brunswick
presents "Jung Seminar:
Symbols of the Unconscious: Analysis and
Interpretation." Robert M.
May, doctoral candidate in
psychology at Rutgers
University, will narrate a
video with commentary on
Jungian analyst John
Sanford's ''The Kingdom
Within" today at 4 p.m. in
the faculty room, Massachusetts Hall. For more
information, call 725-3000.
Remember: Juth must be
served!

b U _ ' _ _'.~_"_."" 'n~~t:t-""'."''''~ ''' -G.- __ .
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boards hereabouts for some
time, the band - Doug
Scharin, Curtis Harvey and
Phil Spirito - will eschew
the creature comforts of
home for the bestial discomforts of Chicago, III., Tallahassee, Fla. and Killdevil
Hill, N.C. - and 21 other
cities. They're giving a "SeeYa-Later-We-Cotta-GoMeet-The-World" concert
tonight at Zootz, 31 Forest
Ave., Portland. And really:
you oughtta go. When they
get to be famous (not "if'),
you'll be able to say, "Why,
I used to see those guys at
the now-legendary and
internationally-renowned
dance emporium Zootz."
Won't that be nice?

• How do you keep your
kids off the street? Put 'em
in the water! Can't swim?
No problem. The Portland
Museum of Art presents
Build Your Own Boat, an

includes all supplies,
museum admission and
snack. (All children must be
accompanied by an adult!)
For more information, call
775-6148.
• Lost planet: It's (look at
your watch, insert correct
time) o'clock. Do you know
where your planet is?
(Probably you do, but it is
an election year, after all.)
Rediscover the World with
Jean-Michel Cousteau, son
of the legendary manfish
Jacques Cousteau, graduate
of the Paris School of
Architecture and oceanexplorer. This lecture will
run (swim?) from 7:30 to
9:30 p.m. in USM's Portland
Gymnasium. Tickets are $10
in advance, $12 at the door.
For more information, call
874-6500 or 780-4510.

• Soon to be a national
holiday: The Maine
Audubon Society has

• Clean antiques: Purchase
a piece of squeaky-clean
history at the Bath Antiques
Show, Bath Jr. High (take
the Congress Ave. exit of
U.S. Rte. 1), Bath. Sixty
dealers have toted sixty
tons each of the very best
stuff to Bath. Admission is
$2 at the door, or $1.50 in
advance. It has been truly
said: "All the really funky
stuff was made a long time
ago." For more information,
call 443-8983.
• Past blasts present: Hey,
man, remember Dave
Mason? Remember psychedelically colored vinyl discs
and clean, soaring leads
and rock-steady vocals?
Well, you don't have all
that good a memory even if
you do! Because Dave
Mason is still alive and
kicking across the stage albeit a little more gracefully. Come hear the "Look
At You Look At Me" man
tonight around 9 p.m. at
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave.,
Portland. For more information, call 773-6886.

How To Trim
Your Budget
Without Cutting
The Essentials
and a roasted red
pepper coulis.

$9.95
One of many entrees under $10
I Ill.
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• Astounding! Incredible!
Adequate! The First
Governor's Race Deba te
will be simulcast tonight at
8 p.rn. on MPBN channel 26
TV and WMEA at 90.1 on
your FM dial. Catch Jock,
Joe and Andy in stereo and
in living color in the firstever simulcast gelding race
in equine history. They're
off!
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Who are these
critters, anyway?
See Oct. 11.
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\\S""~".- Swing to that

Elizabethan
beat. See Oct. 17.

• At last! The long-anticipated opening of Yankee
Lanes, a new bowling alley
located at 867 Riverside St.
in Portland, has arrived.
Yankee lanes is equipped
with a smoke filtration
system (the better to see the
other end of your lane,
presumably); AS 80 automatic scorers; a pro shop; a
supervised nursery; multipurpose function rooms; a

RANDY
•

•

meets

could walk from city to city ;:;"~~~~~~!'.:~~)c:;J",:
and never get off the
keyboards. (If you fall, a
dozen guitar players will
catch you, have no fear.) But
there are very few piano
players in this country like
Randy Weston, who has
taken an extremely Western, rigidly tuned instrument and been able to
reinterpret pure African
influences on it. Randy
Weston, protege of the late
Charlie Parker, takes the
stage tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Portland Performing Arts
Center, 25A Forest Ave.,
Portland. Tickets are $13.
For more information, call
774.{)465.

8:00PM
Portlond Perfonning Arts Center,
25A Forest Avenue
Tickets $13 Coll774-0465
Also available at
Amadeus Music &Gallery Music
Will> support from

em
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••• Jazz

North Africa!

Are these keys continental? See Oct. 20.

• S'wonderful,
s'marvelous, s'sort of
strange the way people talk
about Gershwin, don't you
s'think? Portland Symphony Orchestra (with the
able help of the Chestnut
Brass Company) presents
"Swing's The Thing," a
concert of Dixieland jazz
and music by Cole Porter
and George Gershwin at
Portland City Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $28, $21,
$16 and $10. For more
information, call 773-8191.
• Giant jazz: The world is
jammed with piano players.
There are long stretches of ,;
this continent where you
.:3'.

•

WESTON

Tofu with a
cornmeal crust

p

• That elusive Elizabethan
beat (Say that a few times):
The Musicians of Swanne
Alley, a sextet which plays
Elizabethan music on
original instruments, will
perform that very same
Elizabethan music on
original instruments that
they generally play. Want
to know when and where?
Sure you do. This period
music concert, entitled
'1taly in England: Some
CommOR Ground," will
take place at 7:30 p.m. in
the Bowdoin College
Chapel, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Admission is $0
with a Bowdoin ID, $10
without, $8 for seniors. For
more information, call 7253201.

dining facility; a full-service
lounge with live entertainment; and much, much
more! Put down that dusty
old Tolstoy book and come
on down! Join a Fall League
today! For more information and further inspiration,
call 878-2695.

ur-t rnJ.c.

60 Ocean St .. So_ Portland

Take out & FREE

DELIVERY!
to:
ponland Penninsula,
South Portland
& Cape Elizabeth
with minimum order

767-7119
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BRING HOME THE
CHEESECAKE SEINED IN
MAINE'S FINEST RESTAURANTS
T

AWARD WINNER AT THE
'CHOCOLATE LOVERS' FLING:

1987.1989.1990

T
FEATURED IN SELECT
SHAW'S SUPERMARKETS
T
MAIL ORDER &. BAKERY PICK-UP
AVAILABlf

ONE INDUSTRIAl. WAY ~ PORTlAND.
MAINE 04103 ~ 207-797-9990
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These and more questions answered
in Casco Bay Weekly's Voter's Guide,
to be published November 1, 1990.
Every vote counts;
make yours informed.

CascoBav
'VVEEKLY

Advertising deadlines: Oct. 19 .It 26,5 pm.
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Oclober 11, 1990
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Avoid
Retyping

We transfer your original text (lists,
manuscripts, etc.) into more useable
computer format. You can be more
productive.
Easy, fast, economical.
Call 773-3443 for info.
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Yes, begin my subscription or gift subscription to Maine Timel·.
Gift (or o wn subscriplion):
Name
Addrc-ss---- - -

- -- -- - - - - - - - -- - -

Cily~-----------SutlciZip------

My Namc____ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __

Addrcss
Cily.-:c-c::-:_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _SlalciZip
.J S19.00 for now lhru 6n/9 1 in the U.S .
·- .J-P-ay-m-ent-c-nC-'I(-lS,-,t1.J S25.00 for I ycar (51 weck s) in th e U.S.

J Bill me

.J S22.50 for I ycar scnior mil.cn (62+) and sludenl

.J Chargc my

.J S13.00 for 6 months
VISN MaslcrCarti
Acco unt NO._ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. Dalc
Signaturc
--Clip and mail 10:
I
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................................

Subscriptions. One Main S lrCc~ Topsham. M ai ne 04086

L ___________________________
Tcl cphonc: (207) 729-01 26 or (207) 865-6947 (from Ponland)
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Wednesday, Oct. 31- 8 PM
SONESTA HOTEL PORTLAND GRAND BALLROOM
FEATURING

....

PAPA lOVES MAMBO
with Charlie Brown
FIRST PRIZE

BEST COSTUME $500
and other great prizes
TICKETS

$10 in advance, $15 at the door
Tickets may be purchased at : Raffles' Bad Habits' Limelight
The Sonesta· Blackstones· Whip & Spoons· Drop Me A Line
SPONSORS: Maine Health Foundation· Sonesta Hotel· Portland
School of Art· Hum b oldt Nat ional Graph ics, Casco Bay Weekly
Magic 93 WMG Xl56 WGAN • Art Directors Club of Greater Portland

Just check out
the
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you mJght come up with roses !
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HerdweN isascl9nce fiction thriller set in
the not-kxHIistant future staring a host
of unknowns. You got it; no 0Il9 here has
the vaguest notion what this one'sabout
I Come In'''IIC.Thewarondrugsmoves
to outer space. A Houston cop and his
partner chase an intergalactic drug runner. Dolph Lundgren Is the primary attraction of this one.
Int.....lon.. Tow-nee of Anlmetlon
The annual celebration of international
animation comes to Portland for one
week. Short animated features from the
U.S., Canada, France, Japan and some
even more exotic places will be featured.
L'Ag. D'Or Luis BunU91 and Salvador
Dali joined lalents In this 1930 movie that
offended some people's moral sensibilities when It was first saeened, and mighl
instigate another letter-writing campaign
by Rev. Wildemon and his crew if they
had the cultural acumen to know it existed. Bunuel's early classic loosely follows the frustration of a pair of young
lovers who are tom apart - quite literally
- by society.
Merked for De.th Steven Seagal plays
a relired drug enforcement officer who
retums home to find his old neighborhood destroyed by drugs. Want to wager
a bet that he won 't return to WO<k?
Nerrow Margin Ann Archer witnesses a
gangland rrurder ;Gene Hackman keeps
her alive. Lois of action, great scenery ...
most of the movie was filmed on a train
traveling tlrough British Columbia
Pec:l1Ic Helght8 Matthew Moone and
Melanie Griffith playa young couple who
buy an old house and. after lots of hard
work, rent an apartment in their newly
renovated home to a psychopath
(Michael Keaton) . The plot synopsis and
the cast mighllead you to believe this Is
going to be funny. Don't be fooled . The
coming attractions indicate that this movie
takes itself seriously (Modine il overalls
and all).

Anion Director Barry Levinson returns to
Baltimore, where he filmed "Diner' and
"Tin Men: after making the geographically diverse "Good Momlng, Vietnam'
and ·Rain Man." Levinson's iatestmovie
Is an autobiographical account of three
generations of an Immigrant Jewish
family living in Baltimore.
The Cook, The Thief. His WIfe. Her
~ Peter Greenaway's unrated flick
is about a sadistic thug Albert, who likes
to eat with his fingers, knock his wife
around and demoralize his friends in
public. Albert's nol a pretty sight. but the
movie is. Visually, "The Cook ... " Is overwhelming. Albert thinks he owns the
restaurant where most of the movie's
action takes place. It is immense. Entering through large doors from a back
alley, the action opens onlo a kitchen the
size of a warehouse where enough food
is laid out for a medieval feast and a
young dishwasher sings haunting madrigals. The lush red velvet dining room
belongs in another, more prosperous
time. Each set has adlHerent hue and as
characters move from one room to another their costumes change colors. too.
The center of Ihe visual spectacle is
Helen Mirrern, who shines in a movie
which otherwise borders on stilted gr0tesqueness. Mirrern plays Albert's wife.
The movie centers around her affair with
a restauranl patron and Albert's rage
when he cisoovers the affair. The much
publicized grossness of the movie Is
subtle, br~liant and overpowering .
DHth W.rr.nt Muscle-bound detective
(Jean-Claude Van Oamme) gels a look
at prison from the other side of the bars.
Despente Hou,.. Mickey Rourke is cast Po.tclll'd8 from the Edg. M ike Nichols'
as an escaped convict who terrorizes a ("The Graduate' and "Silkwood') directs
suburban family . Funny, we can't quite
Mery1 Streep and Shirley Macl.aine in a
picture him in the role.
comedy about the relationship belWeen
F.ntuI. Walt Disney's animated mastera celebrity mom and her drug-addicled
piece, digitally remasterd for bener sound
daughter, based on the novel by Carrie
and enhanced color. One of the finest
Fisher. It's a movie about nothing, alexamples of animated film to have ever
though lois of people seem to think it's
about drug addiction and recovery, family
been produced. Highly recommended.
strife and reconciliation . Stroop can'lsave
FIJItll".... is a scary movie about a group
it although she does the best she can
of medical slodents who kill themselves
wijh the lack of material. MacLaine does
and bring themselves back to study life
an admirable job as Debbie Reynolds
beyond death. The movie isn't scary
(not Doris Day. I sland corrected; I can'
because ~ dives into the unknown, but
seem to keep all these Hollywood moms
because Ihe unknown comes after
straight) , but a song does not make a
people , threatening to bash in faces. In
movie anymore. The movie doesn1 even
short, "Flatliners' doesn't transcend the
reach the saccharine level of most of
usual thriller. Kiefer Suthertand plays the
Hollywood's blalher about molhers and
instigator of this bizarre experiment and
daughters.
the one who eventuaMy suffers the most
Jula Roberts and Kevin Bacon look great Pump Up The Volume tackles too much:
highschool. love, rrusicoensorship, FCC
and act wei enough, but can't save a
poor story.
regulations and rebellion. The tenuous
plot and bland direction of Ihis movie
Funny About Love Gene Wilder, Chrisabout a teenager who broadcasls from
line Lahti, Mary Stuart Masterson star In
an underground radio station in his
this movie about yuppies who wanl to
suburban home take away from what
breed but can't. It's \00 bad these people
really works: Christian Slater's perforhave never heard of adoption. If they
mance and the way he interacls with the
had, we Right have been spared another
fabulous soundtrack.Slater plays the shy,
lame movie.
frightened and confused teenager as
The
Busler Keaton plays an enwell as he plays the loquacious Harry
gineer during the Civil War who is deHard-C>n. Lislening 10 Harry describe
termined to relrieve a stolen locomotive.
what ails the world and watching him
The Gold RuM Charlie Chaplin eats his
thrash around to banned songs is a
boot il his classic 1925 comedy.
movie in Itself.
E..... menteI FIlm MaHhias
Muller of the Aile Kinder Film Group is WIIc,," Based on a story by Roald Dahl,
·Witches· is a contemporary fairy lale
showing German Experimental FImsOct
about witches who tum children into
8 at 8 pm at Zoott. The films include
mice. The story has a perverse appeal.
Muliers most recent film· ADs der Ferne
The sultry and cold Angelica Huston is
(The Mernobook)'; "The Flamethl'OW9fS,'
cast in the role of a witch. Nicolas Roeg
a collaborative effort by filmmakers in
promises to uncover childhood fears in
Germany and the U.S.; and ·Sladt in
the same unrelenting way he looked at
a film by the Bonn group
loneliness, doubt and other grown-up
Schmelzdahin.
fears in movies like -Insignificance:
Martin Soorsese's gangster
"Perlormance' and "Track 29." Playing
film has been generally acclaimed for its
against these expectations, unforturealistic depiction of the mob and its
nately, is the creator of lhose adorable
graphic violence. The killing and \he
muppels, Jim Henson. If "The Witches'
bone cracking are certainly graphic, bul
were just about the witches ~ would be
hardlygratu~ous. k;, far as being reaistic,
bener. Roeg takes a perverse pleasure
who knows? Most people's i~ession
In watching the witches torment chilof the mob has been entirely fashioned
dren . Huston plays the role of the Grand
by Hollywood anyway. The blatant racWitch superbly. She's ruthless and hidIsm and sex Ism along with the stereotypeous,
the ultimate tormentor. The speing oflla/ian Americans is disturbing , but
cial effects that show her wearing her
there seems to be myme to Soorsese's
true colors are marvelous.
reason . What is surprizing and riveting
about the movie is the humorandwarmth
that penneale a story of violence and
betrayal.
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WHAT'S
WHERE
Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle, Portland.
772-9751
First matinee Friday and Saturday
only
Nerrow Mergln (R)
1:05, 3:35, 7:10, 9:35
(through Oct It )
WJtch. . (PG)
1:20, 3:50 (through Oct 11 )
ICom.ln .......
9:35 only (through Oct 11)
T ... F.... hm... (R}
1:25, 3:55, 7:25, 9:35
(through Oct 11)
!)up. . . . Houra (R)
1:10, 3:45. 7:20, 9:30
(through Oct 11)
9:30 only (from Oct 12)
FIetIIMr8 (R)
7:05, 9:30 (lhrough Oct 11)
t :25, 3:40, 7:05, 9:30
(from Oct 12)
P,..umed In-..t (R)
1:10, 4:05, 6:50, 9:20
(from Oct 12)
WhlteH ........ (R}
1:30, 3:45, 7:20, 9:35
(from Oct 12)

AIt" Amertc:e (R)
1:20, 3:35, 7:10 (from Oct 12)
_tcenl. 'orm t ... Edge (R)
1:10, 3:45, 7:20, 9:40
Pump Up the Volum. (R)
1:15, 3:40, 7:15, 9:45

Gene,.1 ClnelNl.
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road
774-1022
...... umed Innocent (R)
1:30, 4:15, 7, 9:45
(through Oct 11)
F...ny About Lov. (PG)
1:45. 4:15, 7:15. 9:30
(through Oct 11)
Mr. o..Uny (PG)
1:30. 4:15.7. 9:30 (from Oct 12)
Memph18 Bell. (PG)
1, 3:15. 5:30. 7:45, 10
M-'" For o.eth (R)
1,3:05, 5:10, 7:15,9:20
F........ (G)

1:15, 4, 7, 9:30
p..,mc Heights (R)
1, 3:15,5:30,7:45, 10

_""_(R)
1,4, 7,10

Qhost(PG}
1:30, 4:15, 7. 9:50
The Movie.
10 Exchange Street, Portland
772-9600
T... Cook. T... Thl •••
H18 WIf., .. Her Lover
Oct 10-14
Wed-Sat 7, 9:15

The Ho...'. Mouth
Oct 13·16
Sat·Sun Mat 3:15
Sun Eve 7
Men-Tue7,9
ClnemeP.,...,....

Oct 20-23
Sat·Sun Mat 3:15
SUn-Tues 7, 9
Specl.. SarI. .:
An Introduction to Flint
The Movie.
10 Exchange St., Portland
772-9600
Q,....dl .........
Oct 13-14,5 pm

Portlend Mua.um of Art
Congress Square, Portland
775~148

L'Age cl'Or
Oct 11 , 7pm
The Ru," of Th. Gem.
Oct 18, 7 pm

Bowdoin College
Brunswick
725-3151
PIIrenthood
Oct 12,7:30 and 10 pm
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall
The Qracluet8
Oct 13, 7:30 and 10 pm
Smith Auditolium , Sills Hall
TheL.-tEm_
Oct t4 and 16, 7 and 10 pm
Beam Classroom,
Visual Arts Center

DeMrt

He.m

Oct 15, 7:30
Language Media Center,
Sills Hall
L.II Dolce VIllI
Oct 17, 3:30 and 8 pm

CLUBS

THURSDAY 10.11
Acou.tlc/EI.ctrlc with Mlch.el
Dehan, (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St,
Portland. 772-7891 .
M.-gurit. Juenern.,n" G.,.,Wlttn ...
uazz) Cefe No. 20 Danforth St, Portland.
772-8114.
Legend (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St,
Portland. 774-5246 .
BIshop Avenue BlInd (rock) Old Port
Tavern. 11 Moulton St, Portland. 7740444.
Ground Zero (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickell St,
Portland. 767-4627.
FIIIM AlI.n (piano) lillie Willies, 36
Market St, Portland. 773-<1500.
Dew Kelly Group (rock) Horsefeathers,
193 Middle St. Portland. 773-3501 .
The Upsett.... (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave , Portland. 773-6886.
OU. Co)lOt., Codeine (rock) Zoots. 31
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187.

s.

FRIDAY 10.12
Ground Zero (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Picken St, s. Portland. 767-4627.
Stephen Blum Group uazz} Cafe No, 20
Danforth St, Portland . 772-8114.
The Bird. Hou. .
Larg.rSlze (rock)
Geno's , 13 Brown St, Portland. 7727891 .
Th. Up. .tt..,.. (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Markel St. Portland. 774-5246.
BI.hop Aven ... BlInd (rock) Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton St, Portland. 7740444.
Jennlf.r Port.r .nd Frl.nd. Uazz}
lillie Willies, 36 Market St, Portland.
773-4500.
Dew K.11y Group (rock) Horsefeathers,
193 Middle St. Portland . 773-3501.
The W.lk...., a., of PIp (rock) Dry
Dock. 84 Corrmercial St, PorUand. 7743550.
Broken Men (rock) The Pound, Shore
Rd, Cape Neddick. 363-5471 .

0'.

SATURDAY 10.13

Wom.n'. Volc... Wom.n'. Song.
(various vocals) 7:30 pm, Oct 13, Univ9fSailst Unitarian Church, SilverlElm
Sts, Waterville. Tickets: $6 in advance,
$8 at the door. 827-3107.
Open Mike Night with ...t.r Gle.on,
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickell St. S.
Portland. 767-4627.
Blue Root. (blues) Gritty McDuffs, 396
Fore S~ Portland. m -2739.
Cerol.ndtheCherme,..(rock) Old Port
Tavern. 11 Moulton St. Portland. 774- Portl.nd Routnl Club (classical) 3 pm,
Oct 14. Ludeke Auditorium, Weslbrook
0444.
College, 716 Stevens Ave, Westbrook..
Admission : $3. 829-3393.
TommyQellentandtheAlf.Stenijazz)
7:30-9:30 pm, Oct 14. Verrillo's, Portland
(exit 8 off the Maine Tumpike). TICkets
are $5, available at the door. 442-7421 .
CoIIMdJ with the Improv T•• m (c0m- UnlYenlty of Southern MeIne Concert BlInd .nd Wind Ensemble ·Faedy) Little Willie's. 36 Market St, Portland.
cade : An Entertainment with Poems by
773-4500.
Edith Sitwell and Music by William
Acou.tlc CI ••• lc: D.vld Good.,
Walton'; Schuman, Mennin and Carl
arend. Moor.. Mlch.el D.h.n,
Maria von Weber, (classical) 3 pm, Oct
(acoustic) Horsefeathers, 193 MiddleSt,
14, Corthell Concert Hall. University of
Portland. 773-3501 .
Southern Maine, Gorham. TICkets: $3
C.ror.nd the Cherm.... (rock) Old Port
for the public, $1 for studenls, seniors
Tavern. 11 Moulton St, PorUand. 774and USM faculty and staff. 780-5256.
0444.
.111m. . Wlllla,.. Uazz piano) 3 pm, Oct
Fung (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Port14, Portland Museum of Art, Seven Conland. 772-8760.
gress Square, Portland. Tickels are $4
for museum members, $6 for nonmembers. 775-8148.

TUESDAY 10.18

SUNDAY 10.14

WEDNESDAY 10.17

DANCING

TUESDAY 10.15

Zootz, 31 Forest St. Portland . Wed :
Progressives. Thu : Live Music. Fri : Post
Modem - Chem Free; Sat: Cutting Edge
Dance; Sun : Request Night. 773-8187. Ratndr Wnton uazz) 8 pm. Oct 15, Portland Performing Arts Center. 25A Forest
Th. Moon, 425 Fore St, PorUand. Open
Ave , Portland. TICkets are $13. 774nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat un~13 am. No
0465.
cover. 871-<)663 .
Salut. .. 20 MilkSt, Portland. Open nightly
until t am. No cover. 774-4200.
Bounty, 200 Riverside St, Portland. Fridays, 18+. Open Fri-Sat until 3 am. Opens
Sun-Thu at 8 pm. 772-8033.
Rlch.rd Rob ..... • "Arrengem.nt. for
T-Blrd's, 126 N. Boyd 51, Portland. Fr~
Left H.nd Solo"; Bartok's Sonata,
Sat Dancing '50s & '60s. 773-8040.
Beelhoven's Sonata , Opus 57
(Appassionala). (classical) 7 :45 pm, Oct
16, Ludeke Auditorium. Westbrook College. Westbrook. Free.
Tonto'. BIg Ide. (rock) 5 pm, Oct 16,
College Room. USM's Portland Campus
Center. Free. 780-4812.

WEDNESDAY 10.18

CON
CERTS

UPCOMING
Anne Dod8Oft (folk) 8 pm, Oct 19. Luther

Bonney Auditorium at USM . PorUand.
Admission is $6 in advance. $8 at the
door. 773-9549.
Bel",", Jazz Bend .nd the ROVIII
RIv... Phllh..monlc Jazz BlInd Oazz)
7:30 pm, Oct 19, State Street Church,
Portland. Advance tickets $10, also
available at door. 839-6932.
Chntnut ar- Com pan, with Port- Dave Ma80ft (rock) 8 pm, Raouls, 865
Forest Ave, Portland . Tickels: $12. 773I.nd Symphon, Orc"..tre "Swlng'a
the ThIng," a program of Gershwin,
6886.
Ellington and Dixieland Jazz . at 8 pm on Albert "Ic.man· Colli". with the IceOct 20. and 3 pm on Oct 21 . Portland
b ....ken (blues) 7 and 10 pm. Oct 20.
City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St, PortRaoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773land. 773-6128.
6886.

Jennlf... Port.r .nd FrI.nd. uazz)
lillie Willie's, 36 Market S~ Portland.
773-4500.
Broken M.n (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Hewn M - . Scott ar-n .. Friend.
(rock) Geno's,13 Brown St, Pordand.
772-7891 .
Stephen Blum Group (jazz) Cafe No, 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
K.r.ok. (interactive entertainment)
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle St, Pordand.
773-3501 .
Lunch .t the Dump (rock) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Picken St,
Portland. 7674627.
The Upe.tt.... (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St , Portland. 774-5246.
The Welk.,... the Torut Broil (rock) Dry Midorl (classical violin) Mozart's Sonala
in G Major, K. 301 ; Sonala in E-flat
pock. 84 Corrmercial St, Portland. 774Major. Op . 16 by Richard Strauss;
3550.
Beethoven's Sonala No. 8 in G Major,
BIshop Avenue BlInd (rock) Old Port
Op. 30, No. 3 ; "The Lasl Rose of SumTavern, 11 Moulton St, Portland. 774mer: by Ernst; Chopin's Noctume in C0444.
Sharp minor; and Ravel's ·Tzigane :
L _ . CaboMe (reggae) The Pound,
Portland Concert Association, 262
Shore Rd, Cape Neddick. 363-5471 .
Cumberland Ave, Portland. 772-8630. Clnclerell. The Community Linle Theatre
of Aubum presents the musical fairy tale
on Oct 19, 20, 26 & 27 at 8 pm. and a
matinee on Ocl 21 at 2 pm at the Performing Arts Center, Great Falls School,
Open MIke Night, Geno's 13 Brown St,
Aubum . Tickets a,re $8.50 and $6. For
The Cz.ch Phllhermonlc Mourt'.
reservationS, cal 791>-5853.
Portland. 772-7891 .
Overture to "Th. Meglc Flute"; Myet.,., of Edwin Drood Musical adOpen Mike Night, Uncle Billy's, 60 Ocean
Beethoven's Concerto NO. 3 in C minor
aptalion of a Charles Dickens work preSt, S. Portland. 767-7119.
for Piano and Orchestra, Opus 37; and
sented by the Portland Lyric Theater.
Cef. No Jazz J ....... open I...... _.Ion
Dvorak's
Symphony
No.
7
in
0
minor,
Through Oct 14. Show times are 8 pm Fri
with rhytlvn Metlon (byo jazz) Cafe
Opus 70, (classical) 8 pm. Oct 13,
& Sat nights and 2 :30 Sun's. 176 SawNo, 20 Danlorth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Hutchins Concert Hall, University of
yer St, S. Portland. Forreservations, call
Unplugged L.oceI Aocowtlc MueIc(stufI)
Maine, Orono. 581 -1755.
799-1421 or 799-6509.
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773Devonsquare(rock) 8 pm, Oct13, Nordica L. . U.I80118 D.nger_ The Mad
6886.
Auditorium, Merrill Hall, University of
Horse Theater Company presents
Tonto'. Big Benefit: FIve oft". ..... '.
Maine, Farmington . Free to UMF stuChristopher Hampton's play of intrigue,
b . .t b.nd. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
dents with 10, $4 for visitors. 778-3501 ,
passion , obsession and seduction set in
Moulton S~ Portland. 774-0444.
ext. 322.
the decadent culture of 18th-cenllJry
&I.1eI Clew. . (acoustic) Gritty McDutrs,
An EvenIng with the Ellubethlln.
France. Through Oct 21 . Thu, Fri and
396 Fore St, Portland. 772-2739.
(songs from the 16th & 17th centuries)
Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 7 pm. Tickets: $12"The Shakespearean Consort,· concerts
$15. Mad Horse Theater, 955 Forest
of Earty Music, at 7 :30 pm, Oct 13 at
Ave, Portland. For more infonnation,caIl
Saoo RiverGrange. Bar Mills. $6general
797-3338.
admission . 929-6472, 829-6445 or 772- Mlm• •nd Dance b, Montan_Hur"
2029.
Tom's of Maine sponsors the mime,
Robyn HItchcock (folk) 9 pm. Raoul's,
dance and physical comedy of Tony
865 Forest Ave, Portland. Tickets: $8.
Montanaro and Karen Hurll Montanaro
773-6886.
at 8 pm, Oct 12 at the Portland Performing
Tredltlon" Irish Music (Irish music,
Arts Center. 25A Forest Ave, Portland.
stories and humor) River Tree Arts preAdmission : $12 adults, $8 children.
sents Mick Moloney, Robbie O'Connell
Tickels on sale at PPAC Box 01f109
and Jimmy Keane, three of Ireland's
(774-0465 lor reservations), Amadeus
Open Mike NIght (byo) Raoul's, 865
finest musicians, at 8 pm on Oct 13 al
Music and The Village Cafe. For more
Forest Ave. Portland. 77~.
Kennebunk High School Auditorium.
information. contacl Tony Montanaro at
Who Know8 (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Tickels in advance $9 adults, $8 seniors;
774-5154.
Omtin""d 071 pagd6
Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444.
all tickets $10 at"e door. 985-4343.
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THE BLUE MOON
HAS A NEW FACE

BLUE

Try our Exciting

-.MOON
•..,.

Lunch Specials.

•Join Marty" AI
for HAPPY HOUR DAILY
• Drink Specials
• Free Munchies

4:30 to 7:30

•
•

Once in a blue moon
somthing special happens!

WATCH FOR OUR
NEW BLUES CLUB

425 FOrB St. 871-0663
In Portland's Old Port.

to open here soon

~ "'~

-2!..f6vLnuslApresents

THURSDAY OCTOBER 11

THRiLLER
THURSDAY
GREG POWERS DJ.
IntrodUCing Laser
Karaoke
Video-Sing-A-LonJl. You can be a star!
DOORS OPEN AT 7 • NO COVER I!!
$1 Dralls III nighllong!

IiYtl"WeWUrv
HEADLINER: TOM CLARK
& JAY MOHR
ALSO: JANINE DITULLIO

00011 opsn at 7.Showtime 8:30

TUESDAY OCTOBER 16

FRIDAY OCTOBER 12

THANKWMGX
IT'S FRIDAY

Dance Lessons

7:30-8:30

Fantastic Free
Happy Hour Buffet
93, Miller Genuine Draft
$1.93 Well Drinks

Instructor
Continued dancing to
COUNTRY MUSIC

f. '111 FREE .tt.r 1 p•••

Bllllr Spllellli.
1111 nll1 htlon,
Doors open. 7

SATURDAY OCTOBER 13

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 17

1$1 200 plll1pl.

DANCING TO THE
50's & 60's & 70's
1st 200 people
in (or FREE/
DoolSopen

at1

by a professional

WILD 'N' WACKY
WEDNESDAY
THE SENSE
$1.02 DOMESTIC BEERS
ALL NIGHT LONG
Doors open @ 7 ND
COVER TILL 8:30

-773-8040

FRIDAY 10.12

STAGE

SUNDAY 10.14

MONDAY 10.15

SATURDAY 10.13

RESTAURANT & TAVERN
Homemade Soups, Chowder, Desserts, Burgers,
Sandwiches and Much More!

OUTSIDE DECK
The October Sun is still warm
- - and our Deck is is still Open! - -

On the Waterfront
In the Old Port
84 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine

·774-3550

16

..

Casco &y Wukly

. . . . . . . _-<---

October 11, 1990
11M Baxter Oall..,.. Portland School of
M, 619 Congress St. Portland. "The
Swiss School: Late to Postmodern
Graphic Design.' Through Nov 9. Gallery hours: Tue-Sun. 11 am-4 pm, Thu
eves till 9. 775-3052.
BayvIew- Gall..,.. 75 Market St. Portland. J. PhiHp Richards: a comprehensive exhibit of oils. watercolors and caseins through Oct31 . Exhibits by gallery
artists include works by David UttIe,
Orrin Tubbs, Carol Hayes. Carol Sebord
and Helen st. Clair. Hours: 10 am-6 pm
Moo-Sat. For more information. cal 773-

"f~"

Maine's .l\ Authentic
Oyster Bar

Ogote,.

Omli,,,ad frrm page 15

STAGE

Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years
Our Full Menu served from HAM to Midnight
Best Steamers in Town

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of Q'_,$___
5 Portland Pier
772-48%

a

"Specials"
Lunch 11:30-5-7 Days
o Fish and Chips Your 0J01tt

Italian Restaurant
and Lounge :=!~~~glana$2.95 ,
since 11.57 o Broiled Salmon Your

$3.95

oChicken Parmlglana
oTeriyakl Beefnps

oTorteUJnI Seafood Alfredo
• Lobster Roll
Your
oFlsherman's Plauer$4 95
521 U.S.

(. haddock. wimp. dan,.)

•

Route 1.
Scarborough. DINNER SPEOAIS
Maine
• One Pound Sirloin
Tel: (207)
.Two
BoDed Lobster Your
883-9562

$9

Choice

• Shrlmp Scampi

_ All major credit cards ac(:ep,tec!1 'Swlfed Haddock
,95
_ Happy Hour Mon. -Pri. 4-8
with Lobster Newburg
_ Plenty of Free Parking
oStack '" Seafood Combo
• Free Appetizers in our Lounge

8oz. Sirloin wI choice fried seafood.
haddockoa"""oshrimpo.scallops

Murder .t the Howard Johnson's
Actors Theatre of Maine returns to the
unquit Square Theatre for ilS ninth
season to present the couch potato
comedy. Through Oct 18. All performances at 8 pm. For more inlormation,
call 646-5151 .
Nightshade Presented by USM 's theatre
dept. Feminist drama exploring the subjugation of wqmen by traditional religions and wrillen by USM alumna Kate
Lartee. 7:30 pm, Oct 12. 13. 18. 2O ; 5pm
Oct 14. 21. $7 public. SSfaculty!staff, $4
students. USM's Lab Theatre. Russell
Hall. Gorham. 780-5483.
NoI_ orr The Maine Masque Thealre
at the University of Maine at Orono
launches its 85th season with the pr~
duction 01 °Noises 011,' a farce which
takesapeekbehindthescenesofaplay
In progress. It is a wry commentary on
the foibles of human nature. particularly
as they relate 10 theater folk. Oct 18, 19
and 20 at 8 pm and Oct 19 and 20 at 2
pm. Tickets are $6. Admission is free lor
UM students w~h an 10. For ticket reservations. call 581-1755 or 581-MASK.
Unhand Me, SlrI Embassy Players pr&sents the revival of Hank Beebe's musical melodrama at the Schoolhouse Arts
Center at Sebago Lake. In this lively
musical. Beebe uses all the essential
elements 01 traditional melodrama - the
Implacable villain. the worthy heroine.
and the good-hearted hero - and places
them In a comtemporary setting. Show
plays Thu. Fri &. Sat eves at 8 pm and
Suns at 2 pm through Oct 21 . Admission at the door is $1 0 for adults. $6 for
seniors 62 and over or kids under 12.
For reservations. call 642-3743 or 7731648. The Schoolhouse Arts Center is
located half a block north 01 the junction
of rtes 114 and 35 In Sebago Lake
V~Iage .

AUDITIONS
Audltlom for the Portland Symphony
Orchestra'. Magic of Chr..tm . .
c'-'a will be held Oct 12 from 4-7 pm
and Oct 13 from lOam-noon at
Woodfords Congregational Church. The
audition music. "Shepard's Farewel;
from °L'Enfant du Christ,' by Berlioz, is
available at the PSOofflC8. 30 Myrtle St,
Por1Iand. To schedule an audition, call
773-8191 .

Oct. 13 Eve, Kennebunk, Private
Oct. 17 Raoul's Dance Party
Oct. 20 Aft. Michel's Westbrook, Private
Oct. 21 Eve. Meridith, NH, Private
Wednesday Night is Party Night at the All New Raoul's
NQW booJdrig weddings and corporate parties for faIL

CALL 883-2802

ART
OPENING
of Southem MaIne Art
Gallery. Gorham. "Lifelines: LiJ Tian
Wei CalligraphyI988,' presented in
conjunction with USM's 1990-91 Convocation. "Worlds in Flux: East Asia. '
Oct 14-Nov 15. Opening reception 4-6
pm. Oct 11 . Galle!y hours: 12-4 pm.
Sun-Thu. 780-5009,
Zootz. 29 Forest Ave. Portland. °Homel
Homeless' M Show - 100 works in the
show, half of which are done by the
homeless. Opening reception Oct 18
from 5-7 pm. Hours: Tue 12-3 pm, Wed
12-5 pm. Thu 12-8 pm. Fri-Sat 12-5 pm.
Admission is free. 775-0105 or 5497516.
Unl~1ty

AROUND TOWN
11M Art o.Ilery At SIx DeerIng st....t .
Portland. "Uke Father. Like Son,' an
exhibition 01 oil paintings, watercolors
and pastels byT.M. Nic:hoIasand Caleb
Stone. Show contnues through Oct 27.
Gallery hours: Tue-Sat 11 am-5 pm the
first 2 weeks of the month; thereafter. by
chance or by appl 772-9605.
a.yldotf GalIert_, 26 Free St. . Portland. Paintings by JolIn Gable through
Nov 3 . Also at the galery is a selection
of 19th- and early 20th-century American paintings. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5
pm. Sat 12-4 pm. 772-5011 .

3007.

Mark Taylor and Friends
It was a delightful evening of talking and dancing, and the
event occurred Wednesday, October 3 in the Olin Arts Center at
Bates College. The dancers, Mark Taylor and Mary Williford of
Mark Taylor and Friends, presented a program of solos and
duets.
Two Tangos begins with a solo for Taylor establishing him as
the "macho" male. He poses with assurance, gently rolls his
shoulder, slowly raises his arm front to side, quickly bends to the
side, drops to his knees and, oozing in sensuality, rotates his
pelvis. The opening sets the tone for the piece as Taylor quickly
explores the different ways he will partner his lady from suave
and gentle to wild and hot. When Williford joins him, he is
ready. He scoops her up, whirls her around, holds her upside
down, flips her upright and slowly lowers her to the floor. He
deftly partners her as they glide across the floor displaying some
fancy footwork . All of a sudden, Williford pushes Taylor away,
he pulls her toward him, she pushes him, she pushes again, he
pulls, wraps his foot around her arched back and re-establishes
himself as the aggressor. As the piece ends, he falls to the floor
and grabs Williford's foot as she tries to pull away. They vie for
position; he grabs her, bends her way back and is about to bite
her neck when the lights fade.
From the fonnal attire of Two Tangos to the pink and white
tunics of the Ups and Downs in the Rococo, the dancers twirl and
leap like two nymphs romping in a garden. The operatic music
and the movement unite as the dancers frolic one moment and
furiously shake the next. Their light, flowing, frilly, balletic
movement is interspersed with noisy flat-foot jumps, similar in
style to Dan Wagoner. The contrasts define the two sides of
Cupid: mean/competitive and sweet/nice, as the idea for the
piece came from the Cupid paintings of Boucher. The second
section is more supportive and serene, Taylor and Williford roll
in unison on the floor and alternately help one another up. He
places his hand on her shoulder; she gently places her hand on
his. They end apart.
Mark Dendy's Chant, the only piece not choreographed by
Taylor, is a solo for Williford set to ancient Hindu chants.
Material for the piece came from Man Ray photographs. Gad
only in a flesh<olored g-string, Williford, washed in dim light,
slowly lowers her head, studies her hand, stretches her anns
across her body and starts rising as her thumb pulls her upright.
She quickly whips her ann around and propels herself into a turn
and leap that culminate in a body slide on the floor. Again and
again, a slow sequence of movement explodes into fast and
furious expansive motion. One moment Williford is in control
and the next she is flinging her anns and body wildly about. The
end is like a recapitulation of what has gone on before, but in
double time.
Taylor's solo, Throb, is intense. In a loose-fitting gold top and
black midcalf pants, Taylor is controlled by an inner force_
Movements such as walking with his hands imitating his feet, or
a lunge that reaches outward into space, dissolve into contorted
shapes with bent elbows and clawed hands or a sharply tilted
torso with pleading palms. Toward the end, the movement
accelerates as Taylor mechanically and furiously repeats all the
shapes. It's as though he is stuck in space, but relief comes when
he walks, as before, into the fading light.
Audience participation accompanies an excerpt from
Batucada. Not only does Taylor teach the audience the samba as
they stand by their seats, but students come up on stage to form a
forest of fish, dogs and snakes as Williford and Taylor playfully
and energetically dance the samba incorporating the animal
moves they taught the students.
The highlight of the evening is a provocative duet, Province,
which begins with the dancers seated on the floor dressed in gold
robes. Both rise, first Williford then Taylor, and remove their
robes, revealing black mid calf pants and dark sheer tops. At
times he is on her back, triumphant with his ann and head high
and moments later he is quietly sitting on her shoulder. As he
slides down, she cradles him in her anns. Then she is on his back
and placing her hand under his chin to yank his head up. Later,
Taylor is more gentle as he slowly pulls her head up, perhaps as
a warning of what might come. It is a dangerous game of sexual
dominance, A two-sided mirror leads them as it is carried by one
of the dancers. They use it to look at themselves and each other
as their bodies entwine violently and erotically.

The Center for the Art. at the
Chocol.te Church. Bath . An exhibition of illustrations by artist Douglas
Alvord for Sarah Ome Jewell's dassic
New England short story. "A While
Heron.'Through Oct 28. Gallery hours:
Tue-Frl 9 am-4 pm. Sat 12-4 pm. 4428627.
Congre•• Square o.lIery, 42 ExchangeSt. Porttand. "Maine Watercolor,'
an exhibition of watercolors juried by
DeWill Hardy. which will be on view
through Oct 15. Hours: Mon-Fri 11 am6 pm. Sat-Sun 12-6 pm, Fri-Sat 7-9 pm.
774-3369.
11M Cry of the Loon Gallery. Rte 302.
S. Casco. Invites all artists in the Sebago
Lake Region. including Gray. to submit
1 work of art. in any fine art media, to be
juried by Martin Oibner. Casco resident,
writer and past director of the Joan
Whitney Payson Gallery, Westbrook
College. The work of art must be left at
the gallery for jurying Oct 13-14. Mists
wHI be notified of acceptance by mail Oct
17. For more information. caN 655-5060.
Dean Valentg. . Gallery. 60 Hampshire
St. Pordand. Frederick Lynch : an exhibit
of paintings (oil on panel) . Through Nov
4. Gallery hours: Thu 12 noon-8 pm. Fri
&. Sat f 2 n00n-5 pm, Sun 12 noon-4 pm.
and by appt. 772-2042.
Dtmora, 26 Exchange St Portland. R&cent works by Cheryl Boykin Bryant.
through Oct 31 . Hours: Mon-Wed 10
am-6 pm. Thu-Sat 10 am-8 pm, Sun to
am-5 pm. For more information call 7757049.
areenhut Gallerl. .. 146 Middle St,
Portland. Original workby Jane Dahrneu •
Connie Hayes. Glenn Renall, Duncan
Slack. Anne Avesinger. Thomas
Connolly. Mark McKenzie and many
others. Through Nov 12. Gallery Hours:
Mon-Sat. 10:30 am-5:30 pm. 772-2693.
Eva.. a.II..,.. 7 Pleasant St. Portland.
"The Hidden World of the Nearby, " dy&transfer prints by John Wawrzonek.
whose large color prints examine the
colors and textures oftha New England
landscape. Exhibit runs through Oct 20.
Hours: Tu&-Fri 10 am-6prn, Sat 11 am4 pm. 879-0042.
MaIne Potters Market. 376 Fore St.
Portland. High-fired porcelain with pastel brushwork by Sheepscot River Pottery. Through Oct 14. Gallery hours:
Sun-Wed 10 arrHl pm. Thu-Sat lOam9pm. 797-6903.
11M Joan Whitner Payson aallery,
Westbrook College. 716 Slevens Ave.
Portland. ' Porkopolis,' Sue Cae's muhimedia works on paper examining the
meat industry and. by implication .
humanity·s cruelly to humanity as r&fleeted In humanity's auelty to "lower"
forms of tife. Through Oct 26. Hours:
Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm (Thu untH 9 pm).
Sat-Sun 1-5 pm. 797-9546.
11M Photo o.l..ry. Por1and School of
Art. 619 Congress St. Portland. "Frank
Gohlke. Photographer."Through Oct 14.
Gallery hours : Mon-Thu 8 am-9:3O pm.
Fri 8 am-5 pm. Sun 11 am-4 pm. 7753052.
11M Spirited o-met. 142 St. John St.
Portland. Mixed media art show through
Oct 31, with works by Randall Harris.
Paul Hollingsworth. Terry McKelvey.
Alayne &. Julianne Reed and Paul
Rodigue. Hours: Mon-Fli lOam. 7732919.
SteIn Contemporary 01.... 20 Milk St,
Portland. Thre&-dmensional abstract
paintings In glass by Stephen Nelson
and Daniel Gaumer through Oct 15.
Abstract vase fonns in abstract "fruit'
shapes by James Holmes Oct 16-Nov
30. Hours: Mon-Sat 11 am-6 pm. Sun 14 pm. 772-90n.
Portland MUMum of Art, Seven Congress Square. Portland. Hours: Tu&Sat. 10.5; Sun, 12-5 ; free on Thursday
eveningS. 5-9. "The Boat Show: Fantastic
Vessels, Fictional Voyages; an exhilit
featuring artists· interpretations of boats
In a variety of media induding glass,
wood, hay and fiber (through Oct 28).
775-6148.
Un'"'-Itr of Southern Maine, Campu. Center, Portland, "Par.
0rIentaIr.: &.t Mia In Old Map.,"
an exhibit illustrating the development
oIcamgraphlc representationsof China.
Japan. Korea and other parts of East
Asia from the 15th- to the 19th-centuries. Through Oct 30. Hours: 7 am-l0
pm, Mon-Fri. 10 am-l0 pm Sat-Sun.
780-5492 or 780-4090.

OUT OF TOWN
Bowdoin Collage Mu.eum of Art,
Brunswick. An exhib~ofcolorserigraphs
by S. Harpswell artist John Carman will
be on display through Oct in Lancaster
Lounge, Mounon Union. Open daily. 8 :30
am-midnight. For more information. call
725-3254.
Hobe SoundO....rI. . North, 58 Maine
St, Brunswick. WorksofNorikoSakanishi
and Gary Ambrose in a 2-person exhibit
running through Oct 15. Gallery hours:
10 am-5 pm. Tu&-Sat.725-4191.
Anne Kllham of Rockport will exhibit her
watercolors through Oct 31 at the Maine
Audubon Society headquarters.
Silkscreened note cards, advent cafendarsandwalercolors. Hours: 9am-5pm
Mon-Sat, noon-5 pm Sun's and holidays. Maine Audubon Society is located
atGiIslandFarm. 118Rte.l in Falmouth.
781-2330.
Thom_MemorIaiLibrary,6SconDyer
Rd. Cape Elizabeth. Bernice Madnek
Gllxman will display a selection of her
sculpture from Oct 22-Dec 8. 799-1720.

OTHER

------------.
lAKEoUT FOOD

AnI you a W., Tax Res..ter? Join the

UNIQUE ~ Tl\S'T'y

New England War Tax Resisters FaiV
Winter Gatheri ng from Nov 9-11 . A
weekend gathering In Por1Iand to build a
New England-wide community of resistance. Cost: $20.$30 (scholarships
available). Pre-reglstration by Oct 15
requested; scholarships. childcare and
accommodations lor spedal diets will
be available lor pre-registrants only. Site
is accessible and meals wi. be vegetarian . For more information. contact
Tess Ouellette. 295 Forest Ave '314.
Portland 041 01-2000. or call 82EH>401 .
The Japan Amerlc. Soclall' of Maine
announces the visit of His Excellency
Ryohei Murata. Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to the U.S.
JASM will h9St a reception at the Portland Museum of Art Oct 23 at 5:30 pm.
Alberta's will provide cocktails and buIfet. At 7 pm the Ambassador will make
brief remarks in the Auditorium. Please
call 774-4014 for additional information.
The Portland Coalition for the Payo
'c:hlatri~fly Labeled - which adv~
cates on behalf of all labeled people by
working on legislation. mon~oringclienlS'
rights. and speaking out on issues relevant to the mentally ill - wil hold Its
open house from 4-6 pm on Oct 11 . On
displaywil bea montage of photographs
by Marjorie Manning-Vaughan called
"Special PeopIelOrdinary People.' The
open house is an opportunity to see the
work of the coalition and the photo
montage. 142 High St. Portland. 7722208.
"American Foreign Policy In • World
Tra ..formecl" Peter T amoff. president
of the Council on Foreign Relations, will
speak on America's foreign policy at the
49th Annual James Bowdoin Day at
Bowdoin Cotlege. Oct 12 at 3 :15 pm in
Morrell Gymnasium. The public is welcome. For more Information. call 725-

MaIne Guild of Spinners and We...
e .. will hold a meeting at the st. Mark's
Parish House in Augusta. The featured
morning speaker will be Sondra
Bogdonoff of PorUand. The afternoon
activity wil be the annual guild fashion
show. For more information . call 4952313.372-8625 or 372-8877.
JurlecI ExhIbitIon: "Maine Photographan tllll1," Baxter Gallery. Portland
School of Art. 619 Congress St. Port3003.
land. No enl'y fees. Please send SASE
or call 775-5152 for official entry form. Debate: -Pal. .tlne, I..... and the
Deedline for submissions: Oct 22. t 990.
Media" The World Affairs CooncR wi.
Opening the Doora to C ..atlvlty " A
present this debate with Don Feder.
columnist foe the Boston Herald and
MultI-Media Worbhop Six sessions
James J. Zogby. executive director of
designed to help empower you will the
the Arab American Institute. discussing
essence of your unique creativity. For
the media's reporting on the Palestinian!
people who have never owned their
Israeli confllcl 7:30-9 pm. Oct 15. Adcreativity, wantto reclaim n, or who own
mission : SS public. WAC members and
it butwantloenhanoeit. Theexperiences
USM cornroonily free. 780-4551 .
are proceSS-<lriented. No previous art
training or"talent' necessary. Beginning "The Franch-Canadlan Experience In
Tue eves Oct 3O-Dec 4, 6:30-9:30 pm.
Maine'. Late 111tho Century Mill
Cost: $150 - includes all materials. 247
Towns," one of four lectures offered
Blanchard Rd. Cumberland. For more
this fall by the Maine Historical Society
information call 829-5750.
in its series "looking Backward: Maine
One H undred Years Ago,' wil be pr&11M Open Stable, 273 Presumpscot St.
sented by Paul Rivard from the Maine
Por1Iand. will hold an art sale and celState Museum. 7:30 pm on Oct 16 at the
ebration in honor of Tom Andrews.
Maine Historical Society Library, 485
Opening 6-9 pm. Oct 12; entertainment
CongressSt, just behind the Wadsworth9 pm... $8 at the door. For more inforlongfellow House. Admission is $3 for
mation , caN John or Cindy at 871 -8285 .
Society members and $5 for non"The Personal Book," taught by artist
~s. 774-1822.
and papermaker Richard Lee. will allow
participants to make a book out of hand- Memoir Writing and the Panonal
E..ay: A Weekend Intensive with
made paper using a creative bookforrn
Vivian Gornick. The Proprioceptive
of their choosing. Sponsored by Maine
Writing Cenler offers this opportunity to
Writers & Publishers Alliance. Two-<lay
work in-depth with Vivian Gornick,
crafts workshop. 10 am-3 pmOct27 and
Guggenheim Fellow and internationally
1-4 pm Oct 28 at Richard Lee's studio,
76 Maine St (3rd floor). Cost is $55 lor
acclaimed author of many books, including "Fierce Attachments.' as wetl as
MWPA members, $65 for others. Pr&the recent cover article in the New York
regislration is required. Send payment
Times' Sunday Magazine. "Who Says
to MWPA, 19 Mason St. Brunswick
We Haven't Started a Revolution?' Oct
04011. For more information. call nl0678.
19-21 . Tuition: $200. For more information. please call 772-1847.
"Prtntrnalclng: Proc_ and Munlng,"
a gallery talk by Mark Wethli. associate Portland SUfI Order Unlwrul WonIhIp
ServIce wil now beofferedevery month
prol. 01 art, 3 pm on Oct 14. Walker Art
at 222 St. John St. suite 132. Service wiU
Bldg. Bowdoin College. Brunswick. n53186.
be conducted by Satiya Martin on Sundays starting at 12 noon on the following
Abby Shahn. artist. will give a slide lecdates: Oct 21 and Nov 30. 874-2938.
ture at 7 :30 pm on Oct 17. in the Beam
Classroom. Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin Whole Language The Southern Maine
Whole Language Literature-Based
College. Brunswick. For more information. caN 725-3186.
Support Group will meet Oct 17 from 45:30 pmat MorseSt. School in Freeport.
Wildlife Art Photo Competition sponGrade-level sharing. some emphasis
sored by Maine Arts Commission and
on fables, folk and fairy tales.
Dept. of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife:
&nllhasis this year ison photos of Maine World Hunger Video Showing : a trio of
wildlife species. To be eligible. Maine
brief documentaries deaUng with wor1d
photographers. 18 years of age and
hunger (The PoitticsofFood:The Hunger
Business; The Politics of Food: A Quesolder. must deliver up to 2 original 35
tionof Aid;andStepbyStep :The CROP
mm stides of their photographs by the
deadMne. No prints will be accepted for
Walk Project) will be shown at Bales
judging. Wimingentrieswil bedisptayed
College at 7:30 and 9 pm. Oct 11. Free.
in the Governor's Gallery Space in the
Leclure Hall 104. Olin Arts Center.
Stale House in Augusta from Jan 31 - ActIvIst. to Focu. on Co. .tal
March 20. 1991. For a copy olthe conThe Maine Coastal Campaign will host a
test guidelines. contact the Maine Arts
Citizen Hearing on Oct 13 from 1-4:30
Commission. State House Station 125.
pm at the College of the Atlantic in Bar
Augusta 04333. or call 289-2n4.
Harbor. Citizens will gather from aaoss
the stale to address and ask for specific
action from prominent state and federal
environmental decision makers. The
hearing will highlight pollution. access.
tax refonn. development. enforcement
and resource protection issues alfec1ing Maine's coastline and watershed
areas. Seating is limited and participants are encouraged to preregister.
Those not able to anenc:f are invited to
submit written questions before the
hearing. 0IfIcIaIs have agreed to respond
to questions in writing within 30 days of
Amne.tr Intern.tlonal; Want to L. .m
the hearing. Free to lhe public. Formore
More About It? You are invited to an
information. call Lauren Smith at Maine
Open House on Oct 11 at 6:45 pm at
Audubon Society. 781-2330 ; or Larry
Woodfords Congregational Church .
Pritchen at Georges River Tidewater
Refreshments served. children we~
Association. 594-8806.
come. For more information. call Bin at
Omlinued on pag~ 18
775-0020. or Jeff at 871 -7437.
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UPCOMING
10/11 .. The Upsetters
10/19 .. Port City Allstars
10/12 .. Robyn Hitchcock 10/20 .. Albert Collins
10/13 .. Broken Men
10/22 .. Mary Chapin-Carpenter
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OFF THE
CLOCK

GERALDINE
AN T IQUE

WOLF

n.. Community LNdership Program
is for people who are or want to be
actively involved in their COITYT'AInities
and who want their actions to make a
difference. The program runs from JanApril and provides participants the opportunity to develop their leadership
skills, broaden their understanding of
COITVllUnlty issues, leam from cormunlty leadets and rMet other individuals
with sirrilar intereslS. Call the USM Dept
0/ Community Programs for more inlormation at 874-6500.
Donat. Blood! The Portland Red Cross
is looking for donors. Magicians aren't
the only ones whocan perform Wonders.
For more information , call n5-2367.
n.. F.mlly Crisis Shelter, a battered
women's advocacy project, is sponsor·
Ing a 1raining program beginning Oct 18.
Volunteer positionS includ9 Court Advocacy, Evening Crisis Intervention Work
in the shelter and Children's Advocacy.
Positions also available in the back office. Flexibility andsensitivitytothe needs
of battered women and children are
essential. For more information, call 8741197.

&' E S T A T E J E W E L RY
Tues. - S(t 1 ():,o ~5

26 M I L K S T REET
PORT LAND, MA I NE 04 101
107·774·8994

ki tchen collectabl e s
1950's lamps & clocks

antiqu e s , co ll e ctabl es, print s, framing

602 Congress St , Portland

KEEP THA

Meala on Wh..ta N.... Dr~

NICE
TAN!

HEALTH CLUB
20 MILK ST. • OLD PORT 871-7054

IlghtUp
the Night
by Frank Gaziano

w

Ilvere,. in the areas of E. and N,
Deering. About 1 112 hours a day on an
as-needed basis. Friendly volunteers
who are good driv8fS would be greaUy
appreciated. n4-$74 or n4-6304 for
more information .
Refuge. R. . .ttfem.nt Program is
opening a second "transit house"
apartment to help provide temporary
housing for the large number of n_
arrivals. Donations of the Iollowing urgently requested : beds, Inens, sIMIrware. dishes and cook ware . Also
needed: people to provide 2 weeks
temporary housing to new arrivals. To
donate goods or volunteer. call 8717437.
n.. Refugee .....ttlement Program
is seeking volunteers to teach English Community CPA American Red Cross
off8fS certirlcation in adult, child and
as a second language. Training sessions
infant CPR skills (8 hours). 8;30 am-5
wI! be held on Oct 18, 24, 25 and Nov 1
pm, Oct 22; or 6 pm-I 0 pm. Nov 16& 23.
& 8. Each session lasts 3 hours. You wHI
Portland Chapter, 524 forest Ave, Portthen rMet with refugees, usually in lleir
land. 874-1192.
homes, to ifr4>rove their conversational
English. There is a minimum 3-month H.O.P.E. Self-help support groups with
facilitators rooet weekly to help heal the
COITlITlitment to rMet once a week lor 1emotional pain associated with serious
3 hours each time. Refugees' English
diseases. Meetings are alUnity Church ,
skils range from none to fairly advanced.
16 Columbia Rd, Portland, Tuesdays 2For more information, call 874-1015.
4 pm, 5-7:30 pm and Thursdays lOamn..1Iouthem MaIne ArM Agency on
12 noon. There are also support groups
AIling has 2 volunteer positions open:
for the family and friends of the iN that
The first is for a IIOlunteer who wll prorMet Thu 's, 7-9 pm. For more informavide transportation to doctors' and
tion call HlOO-33&-HOP E,
weekly hair appointments, and monlhly
shopping trips for an elderly lady; the . . . . . C.nc_ Scr.enlng During Oct,
many faci~ties throughout Maine which
client needs assistance with a wheel
perform mammograms are offering
chair. The seoond is for Friendly Visitors
mammograms at reduced prices to
to visit established dients who have
women who are over 40 years of age,
been identified as socially Isolated,
who have not had one in the past two
Visitors provide a source of social inyears, Wllo are nOI pregnant or nurSing .
teraction for clients through activities
and who do not have symptomsof breast
SUCh as playing cards, reading aloud
cancer. Women may call 1-80(}.4and just chauing. You must be willing to
CANCER during Oct between 9 am and
make a commitment and be sensitive to
4:30 pm to determine their eligibility to
the concems of elderly persorls. For
participate in the program.
more information. can 874-1015.
Communlt, H •• lth S.rvlc •• will
sponsor wetl~hild dinics for children
birth-age 6. CorT'fll'ehensive physical
examinations, screenings, lab wor1< and
immunizations are provided. The clinics
wi. be held at the following times and
places: Oct tl , 9am-12pm' E.A. Center
Memorial Clinic, Steep Fatls; Oct 12, 9
Inhlnt Parenting c I _ are now beam-12 pm - Yarmouth Rrst Parish
ing offered by Portland Public Health for
Congregational Church. Sliding fee
Portland residents. Meet other parenlS,
scale. For appointment call n5-7231 ,
share ideas, frustrations and joys of
or l-a<lO-643-4331 .
parenting. Class begins Nov2. Formore C ....tIve Movement for Older Adults
information or to register, call 874-8300
Falmouth Community Programs is now
ext. 8784.
accepting registrations for Creative
Ingraham VoIunt..,. Help available by
Movement for Older Adults, held on
phone 24 hours a day. Call n4-HELP.
Mon's from 1-2 pm from Oct15-Dec t7.
Injured Wo..... Me.tIng for workers
This isanexci1ing new program designed
to offer mature adults an open, creative
having diffICUlty with workman's comp o
and fun way to increase ftexibility and
system 7:30 pm fWery Wed at Goodall
Hall next to Sanford Unitarian Church ,
S1rength while exploring the various elements of dance, No dance experience
comer of Lebanon and Maine streelS,
Sanford,
is necessary. Wear loose, comfortable
clothing. Fee is $22 for residenlS and
n.. ..... CrI... Center is offering a
$27 for non-residents. For more inlorsupport group for aduh women survivors
malion , call 781 -5255.
of rape. The group is free and confidential, and child care is provided. The H •• lth.h.r. Arc.d. .t Portl.nd
group begins Oct 1 and runs through
Public L1br." has computer proDec 13, Thu fWes from 6-7:30 pm, For
grams, Health Risk Appraisal and more
to help you leam about your health, Cail
more information , call 774-3613 to set
871-1700 lor hours.
up an interview (call collect).

WELL
NESS

Portland ARegency

Did you know that Notre Dame
ftnished under .500 in Lhe 1981
football season, it--amazingly--was
only the 5th time in 93 YEARS that
the Irish lost more games than they
won. ..The only other seasons when
Notre Dame was under
.500 since 1889, were in
1933 <3-5-1). .. 1956 (2-80)... 1960 (2-8-<J)... and
J 963 (2-7-0). Dining
DUll Ughtup tbenlgbt
with the flnest SUper'
premium light beer
anywhere - MlcheIob
Ught_ Here's a tough
question for you ... wrun
team has won more
college football games
than any other school in
history- -and yet has
never played in a post-season bowl
game?.. .Answer is Yale, which has
won the NCAA record of 718 football v ictories over the years ... No
other school is close to thattotal .. .But
Yale has never played a post-season
bowl game in any year. Mlcbelob
Ught, by
the laraest seUin&
super premium light. call for It -

n.. Refugee ....ettIement Program
is seeking volunteers to teach English
as a second language. T raini-lg sessions
wi. be held on Oct 18, 24, 2Sand Nov 1
& 8. Each session lasts 3 hrs. You will
then rMet with refugees, usually in their
homes, to irT'fll'ove their conversational
English. There is a rrinirnJm 3-month
convnitment to rMet once a week for 13 hrseach time. Refugees' English skills
range from nonexistent to fairly advanced. For more informalion, call 8741015.
Senior Outre.ch ServIc.. ln response
to the needs of older people, Southem
Maine Area Agency on Aging is providing
Senior Outreach Services to the folowing
locations ; Warren Congregational
Church, 810 Main St, Westbrook, 1st
Moo of each month, for residents of
Westbrook and Gorham, from 9am-12
noon; Ross Center, 38 Washington St,
Biddeford, 1st Tue of each month, for
residents 0/ Biddeford, Saco & 008,
from 9 am-12 noon. Ni Elder Advocate
wll be available to assist residents w~h
their aging-related issues and concems,
such as Medicare, insurance, housing ,
social security, etc. This service is provided free of charge, n5~ or 1800-427-741t.
The Single PaNn'" " - 8chooIlng
Support Group meets once a month.
Any single parent interested in home
education is welcome to anend. For
more information, call 772-7269.
Special NeecIa The Employment coord~
nating Council of Southern Maine is
sponsoring seminars on transition
geared towards special needs youth
and their families. Seminars: Oct 25,
"Community Providers"; Nov 15, "Family /IDIocacy." Child care and transportation will be available for each seminar
by prior reservation. The building is fuily
accessible and interpretors will be on
hand. For more information or reservations, can 1-800-564-9696. Admission
is free. Each of the seminars will be held
in Room 250 from7-9pm, at PRVTC,196
Allen Ave, Portland.

- Enjoy It - Mlchelob Ught, by
the world's best brewer Anheuser-Busch.
Here's a
boxing question for you ...or all
the heavyweight champions of
the world since John L Sullivan,
only five were

not

born

in

Amer i ca . . . Can
y o u name all
ftve? .. ,They Were
Bob Fitzsimmons,
champ from 18971899, who was
born in England
...Tommy Burns,
champ from 19061908, who wa s
born in Canada ...
Max Schmeling,
champ from J 93(}.
1932, who was born in
Germany... Primo Camera, champ
from 1933-34, who w as born in
Italy ...And Ingemar Johanson,
champ from 1959-1960, who was
born in Sweden. Beer iii a good
pan of the good life. - drink
responsibly.

The Refugee
Resettlement
Program

HELP

Medlclnlll HerN for Senior ....Ith A
l-day wor1<shopwl. focuson the panems
and problems of aging, and wi. cover
medicinal herbs useful lor the various
body systems as they undergo this
process. We wi. discuss osteoporosis!
arthritis, cardiovascular disturbarlCGS,
digestive function, cancer, allergies and
more. Participants will also make an
herbal preparation to take home .
Workshop will be held on Oct 27 from 10
am-3 pm, in Bridgton , Fee: $40. For
more inlormation, call Corinne Martin at
647-2724.
More Flu Cllnlce The Health Promotion
Program of Community Health Services
wll sponsor an Adult Flu Clinic for $8, at
the following times and locations: Oct 16
from 12:30-2:30 pm, Congregational
Church Hall, Gray; Oct 17 from 9:3011 :30 am, Community Bldg, Windham;
Oct 19 from 1 ;3(}'3;3O pm. Falmouth/
Cumberland FireStation; Oct 22 from 13 pm, Town Hatl, Scarborough; Oct 31
from9:3O-11 ;30 am, SI. Anne's Church,
Gorham. Formoreinformation,calln57231, ext 551 or l-a<lO-479-4331 .
PortI.nd Yoga Studio off.... "Yog.
.nd SColloe... • a workshop that will
explore the therapeutic value of yoga
postures that have proven helpful to
otheryogastud9nts who have scoliosis.
Class size limited to insure individual
attention. For more information, call 797-

5684.
W.lk for H. .rtThe York County Division
of the American Heart Association is
sponsoring a "Walk for Heart" on Oct 14
at 1 pm. The walk will begin and end at
the green beside the South Congregational Church in Kennebunkport Walkers can pick up sponsor envelopes prior
to the event at Ocean National Bank
branches and Northern York County
YMCA (Biddeford). For I1'lOfQ informalion, call 985-4509.

OUT

SIDE

Caco Bay Bicycling Club offers the
fotlowing excursions : Oct 16 at 7 pm,
monthly rMeting with slide show on
cycling In Montana & dub elections. at
Portland Public Safety on Middle SI.
PorUand - call n3-6906 for info; Oct 20
at 7:30 am, Salmon Falls Breakfast Ride
(35-40 miles) , meet at DunslOn School
on Rte 1 in Scarborough - for info call
Roger EnYnons at 878-3835; Oct 27,
3rd Ninual Halloween Ride, a costume
ride through Portland - for info call Ke~h
Chrine at 799-1085.
H.yrIdes Take a hayride to the Great
Pumpkin Patch, pick your own pumpkin ,
have an apple and a cup of cider and
visittheanimalsat the Good Earth Farm,
Freeport. $2,75 per person. Open MonFri from 2-5 pm. weekends and holidays
9 arn-5 pm, other times by apointment.
Group rates available. For more information, call 865-9544 ,
Jim WhIttaker, the first American to conquer MI. Everest, will speak and give a
visual presentation on the 1990 '-It.
Everest Peace Climb, at 7 :30 pm on Oct
24. This event is sponsored by LL
Bean and the Captain Daniel Stone Inn
of Brunswick. TICkeIS are $1 0 forgeneral
admission, $40 lor pa1rons, Seating is
lirrited. To obtain tickets, send a SASE
with paymenttoWCBB-TV, 1450Lisbon
SI. Lewiston, ME 04240-3595, AnN ;
Special Events, or call WCBB-TV at
883-9101 . Tickets are also available at
WCBS, Channell 0, Lewiston, and L.L.
Bean, Freeport.
MOAC (M.lne Outdoor Adv.ntu ...
Club) wiD sponsor the following excursions:Oct II" Leaders' Choice day hike ,
call n5·3697 ; Oct 20-21. Black Nigel
Trail maintenanceworlllfun trip, call8294124 ; Oct 13, 1 pm, MOAC Outdoor
Equipment garage sale at 405 Ludlow
St, Portland.
Sunday N............tWolf.'. Neck
Wood. St.t. P.rk Wolfe's Neck
Woods State Park Is offering nature
programs for the g_ral public on 3
Suns this fall : Oct 14, the Fatl Foliage
Tour offers an easy walk through the
autumn woods; Oct 21 , Ready, Set,
Sleep! uses activities to help children
and fun -loving adults examine the ways
in which planlS and animals prepare for
winter; Oct 28, the Harraseeket Hike will
take visitors on an invigorating 2-mile
hike through the woods, along the river.
over the hills and down to the shore,
Programs begin at 2 pm at the benches
by the second parking lot. No program
fee is charged, and reservations are not
necessary. For more information or to
arrange for group programs, call the
park at 865-4465 or the Bureau of Parlls
and Recreation at 289-382t .

Sports Quotes
of the Week
When you graduate from
your beloved college or
university and become an
alumnus with a well-paying
job (this combination is
possible), it would seem that
your priorities and standards
undergo a most definite
transformation.

--Consider myoId college
friend Patrick Ostronic, class
of '77, now a leading
accountant with a Big Eight
firm. During last week's
homecoming at Holy Cross
College, while spending $500
in the campus bookstore,
Patrick bestowed this hardhitting wisdom upon me;
"You know, Quinny, when I
was an undergraduate here, I
really cared about the
academics and the quality
educational background of
every student athlete. Now I
give a bundle each year to
the alumni fund and all I ask
is that the administration
recruit people who can carry
the ball and run over 11
defenders." If you're giving
at home, Holy Cross beat
Dartmouth 21-10.

--John Hullahan, veteran
equipment manager for the
Pittsburgh Pirates, after
Barry Bonds complained that
there were holes in both
pairs of pants in his road
uniform, explained to the
star player, "Son, you're
over-hustling."
Mi~

Qui""

SPORT
Che.rI •• dlng Patriette Cheerleader
dasses begin on Oct 15 in the PorUand
area for girls ages 5- t1 to leam the
basics of becorring a cheerleader.
Cheers, chants, stunts, pom porn routine
and more will be taught. Four area
classes wi. be held after schooL To
register for the class nearest you, call
the Portland Recreation Center at 7972981 .
Hoop Portland Recreation will be hosting
a "Hotshot" Competition Oct 20 at
Riverton Community Center starting at
10 am. HolShot is open to non-varsity
boys and girls ages &-18. and is free of
charge. There will also be a foul shooting contest for ages &-12, and a slam
dunk contest for ages 13-18. The
schedule for the day is as follows: ages
&-12, 10 am; ages 13-15, 11 am; ages
16-18, noon. For more information, call
874-8793,

VoileybaU .nd Bnketball F.ne The
Portland YMCA is now accepting registrations for ilS Adult Coed Volleyball and
Basketball Leagues. League play begins
Nov 18 and 19, respectively . Call 8741111 for I1'lOfQ information.
Y.nk. . L.n•• bowling alley is on
schedule for ilS Oct 19 opening. The 32lane, state-of-the-art bowling center will
be equipped with the latest in bowling
technology. including AS-80 automatic
scorers and a complete smoke filtration
system, Amenities include a complete
pro shop, lockers, supervised nursery
facility, multi-purpose function rooms,
dining facility and a full-service lounge
with live entertainment. Fall leagues
forming. 867 Riverside St., Portland.
For more information, call 878-2695.
Youth Baketball Program The Portland YMCA is now accepting registrations for its Youth Basketball Program
for boys and girls grades t-7. For more
Information . call Mike LeGage at 874It 11.

FOR
KIDS

Archangel Art School: Child .....'. Ex"
hlblt Portland Public Library offers an
exhibit by children in Portland's Soviet
SisterC~ythroughOct30. Library hours:
Mon, Wed, Fri&-6;Tue, Thunoon-9; sat
&-5. Formoreinformation,caIl871-1700
or 871-1710.
Build YOIr Own Boat at the Portland
Museum of Art. Share the artistic experience with your young child as museum
educators demonstrate slab, coil and
pinch techniques for modeling seifhardening day, From 10:30-11 :30 am
on Oct 12. The cost of the parent~hild
workshop is $10 for non-members and
$8 for members. $5 fee for additional
children . Fee includes all supplies, museum admission and snack, All children
must be accompanied by an adu~ , For
more information, call 775-6148,
ChlldNn'.....ource Cent.. offers Art
Fun sessions for 3- to 5-year-olds on
Tue's, Wed'sandThu·s. Sessions focus
on a creative activ~y and cost $1 per
child. Children must be accompanied by
an adult and reservations are neces·
sary, Actuvities for 6- to 12-year-01ds
are also scheduled. Cost varies according to activity. Catl n3-3045 for
more information ,
Cooking for KkIe Portland Recreation
sponsors a course designed to help 6 to
12-year-01ds develop balanced snacks.
Recipes approved by a nu1ritionist. 3 ;305 pm, Thu's, Oct II-Nov 1. at the Reiche
Community Center. Fee : $5 for registered after-school participants, $15 for
all oth8fS. For more information, call
874-8873.
FlIcks for KIcIiI: The Chocotate Church
and the Panen Free Library present
their 1990 Children's Fail Classic Film
Schedule: Istand of the Blue Dolphins
Oct 20, Bedknobsand Broomsticks Nov
3, The Snow Queen and Pecos Bill: King
of the Cowboys Nov 17, The Secret
Garden Decl . All films run from 9:3(}'
11 :30 every other sat. Popcom and
drinksserved. Donations welcome, Kids
untler 5 must be accompanied by an
adult. The Cenlar for the Arts at the
Chocolate Church, Bath , For more information . call 442-8455.
Mlme ....d Movement The".rClasses
for Children 8-week session, ending in
performance on Tue's from 3 :30-4;30
pm. Ages 8-tl years, Taught by Jackie
Reifer at the Montanaro-Hurll Studio
61 6 Congress St. For more in formation :
call 761 -2508.
Portl.nd Public LlbrllfY will schedule
the following events for children : Oct 15
at 10 :30 am, Preschool Story Time (3- to
5-year-olds) ; Oct 17 at 9 :30 am, Finger
Fun for Babies; Oct 17 at 10:30 am,
Preschool Story Time (3- to 5-year-olds);
Oct 19 at 10:30 am, Tales for Twos (2year-olds) ; Oct 20 at 10:30 am. Movies
(children of all ages) ; Oct 20 at 2 pm,
Halloween Party (come in costume!) All
programs free and open to the public.
For more information , call 87t -1700.
Sellf'ood for lunch? Join the animals at
Maine Aquarium through the fall and
winterfortheir daily feedings. Penguins'
feeding lOam, seals' feeding 11 am,
seats' training 1 :30 pm, penguins rfWisited 2 pm, seats rfWisited 3 pm. The
sharks dine on a less regular basis SO
plan to join them on Tue's, Thu's and
Sat's around 4 pm. Crooked Jaw the
moray eel and the Caiman alligator dine
on an irregular, catch-as-can basis. 783
PorUand Rd, Saco.

ETC

The Bltth AntIqu.. Show opens its
1990-1991 season on Oct 14 at Bath
Junior High School, 10 am-3 pm. Adrrission is $2, In advance $1.50. For
more information, call 443-4407.

Ben.fIt the Chlld...n'. Th••tr. of
Maine, which is holding a raffle Oct 15
with a vacation to anywhere in the con·
tinental U.S. as the prize. Tickets are
$60 each or 2 for $100. Only 350 tickets
wi. be printed. To enter the raffle, send
a check to the Children's Thea1re, P.O.
Box 1011, Portland 04104, or call 854-

0389.
C.F_, The Maine Auto Show sponsored by the Women's Commitee of the
Portland Symphony Orchestra, will be
held at the Cumberland Fairgrounds
from lOam-I, pm Oct 20-21 . Adrrission
is $4 adults, $1 children. There will be a
prfWiew on Oct 19 from 6:30-9:30 pm;
tickets are $10. For more information,
call 767-4542.
Contradanc. with New Shenanlga. .
Band, Oct 13 at 8:30 pm at Newbegin
Gym in Gray. New dance ftoor. AI dances
taught. Beginnerslsingles welcome. 54.
428-3986.
n.. Enriched Golden Club invhes men
and women 60 and over to Wed luncheons and programs as follows: Oct
17, Beau & Dave McMakin on guitar and
mando~n; Oct24,Intemationai dinner &
Program in honor of U,N. Day; Oct 31,
Halloween party and costume contest.
Luncheonsare$2. 297 Cumberland Ave,
PorUand. Reservations must be made in
advance by caUing n4-6974.
F.... TIcIw.. BenefitfortheChlIdNn'.
n...tre of M.fn., which is holding a
raffie Oct 15 with a vacation to anywhere
in the continental U.S , as the prize.
Tickets are $60 each or 2 for $1 00. Only
350 tickets will be printed, To enter the
raffie. send a check to the Children's
Theatre, P.O. Box 1011 , Portland 041 04.
or call 854-0389.
Frida, F .... Movl. . offered by S. Portland Public Library from 3 :30-4 :30 pm,
Ali ages welcome. (No movies during
school vacations or snow days.) 482
Broadway, S . Portland. 775-1835.
GIl, and Lesbian BegInning Beflroom
Dance CI • • starts Oct 26 at Maine
Ballroom Dance, 614 Congress St,
Porfland, to sessions. Call Diana at
n4-3373 for information/registration.
L ••• r LIght Show. This fall the
Southworth Planetarium is presenting a
choice of 3 laser light evening shows for
the generat public on Fri and sat fWes at
7 and 8:30 pm. It is also continuing it's
rridweek, hour-long programs, "Atter
School Thursdays' at 3 ;30 pm, at the
special price of $2.50/show. Telescope
viewing of sunspots follows the show.
For information about atl planetarium
shows induding speciat Sunday presentations, call 780-4249, 24 hrslday.
Also good to know: Sky Watch Hot Line,
780-4719, features a new message
every week about what's going on in the
heavens.
Th. Llghtahlp '12 Nantucket, an in·
the-water dockside maritime museum
and National Historic Landmark- and
Coast Guard-designated "Attraction
Vessel,' offers guided tours on board,
Sat's from 10 am-4 pm & Sun's 12 noon4 pm. Adults $3, seniors and children
$1 ,so, Groups by appointment. Maine
Wharf, Portland (near Casco Bay Ferry
Terminal). For more information call n51181.
"M.ln.'. Indu.trl.1 H.rlt.ge: S.D.
W.n-en and W ••tbrook" is the thle of
a program to be offered by the Maine
Historical Society on Oct 19 from 9:30noon. Activities indude a walking tourof
the S.D. Warren complex and an overview of the mill's relationship with
Westbrook in the late 19th century. For
more information, call 774- t822.
Outright Portland (Portland Lesbian BiGay Youth Alliance) will hold its 3rd
anniversary dance. Chem-free. atl ages
welcome. 8 prn-t am, Oct 20, USM
Campus CenteroffBedfordSt, PorUand.
$5 donation at door. 828-2033.
Restoring Vlctorl.n-Er. IIImpa Portland area's first demonstration/class in
the art of restoring lamps with new handmade Silk-like shades. Oct 20 & 21, t-5
pm both days, at Lamplighters, Inc. , 184
Read St, Portland. Cost of class is $65
which includes kit containing ali materiats. n2-2535. Class size is Hrrited so
early registration is recommended .
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"11.;!.!.ring Maine's Haroest into Your Home

1;~1!
'I

JKf

Decorative Sheaves of Grain, wreaths r:i Comhusk
& Foxtail Millet, Dried FloweI5, Baskets,

Harxl.-<iipped CaOOles

~" ~

'~fuebeMieJ.fGJtanite
422 Fore Street, Old Pon'" 761 -5690 ... 1(}.6 Mon.-Sat., 12-5 Sundays

RECORDS
TAPES
CDs

NEW

&

USED

F AMILY
PRACTICE
GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O.
Altult/Pe.tiR.tI'ic MeJticitit • Office Gynecology
M4t1ipulA.ei()tl • PrePent4tTPt MeJticilU

Walk-In and by Appointment
222 St.
St., Suite #322

CYR INDUSTRIES, INC.

Electrical Contractors
S92., .. 0119

or 1 .. S00..2.,S7 ..'-VIRE

P.O . Box 2123, No. Windham, ME 04062

WBLM~

An Evening
with the legendary

"The band reaffirmed lIteir strength with a near three-hour
blockbuster set that sent a full house of fans into delirium. "

- The Boston Globe 91Il/!/O

OCTOBER 28 • 7:30 PM
$17.50* ADVANCE
$18.50* DAY OF SHOW

CUMBERLAND COUNTY
CIVIC CENTER
TiCKers available at the box office, all Ticketron loca:ions or by calling Ticketron
phone charge at 1800·382·8080 ·A.1 additiona' seNice charge wlil be paid tl ,"ld
retained by tlc<et company on purchases at uutlets or by telephone
PresentM by Tea Parry' Concerts In aSSOCiation WIth larry Vaughan
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CJJSco Bay Wukly
home services

animals
antiQUes
auctions
auditions
biflboard
biz IIIIIVices

boats
body & soul
business opportun~ies
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs

learning
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments
notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wahtad
wheels
yard sale
real estate. for sale
real estate. for RIOt

line ad deadline: noon monday. display ad deadline: 5 p.m. friday. use the coupon or call" 775-6601.
......

/

personals

animals

FREE TO GOOD HOME. All white
female indoor cat. 2 Years old. all
shots. spayed and very clean.
NO
Prefers quiet home with
CHILDREN . 799-2715.
Indoor cats to loving home: Beautiful
buff-colored. year old male Persian.
Very sweet. $85. Red. long-haired
young male. Very affectionate . Free.
Both neutered with all shots. 7738927.

business opps

Are you
responding

ERSONAL

Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinemal

to a CBW Box

#?

With Cas(X) Bay Weekly's Talking Personals you can not
only read the personals,you can also listen to them and
leave a message of your own!

Bisexual female, 29, chern-free, artist looking for
someone whose greatest pleasures are found in
seeing the downfall of this oppressive SOCiety, who
loves people no matter which box they appear to fit
into, who knows they are inept but doesn't let that
stop them from going after what they want. Write
P.O. Box 10772, Portland, Maine, 04101.

BECOME
FINANCIALLY
INDEPENDENT WITHOUT
LEAVING
YOUR HOME. New. exciting opportunity requiring no capital investment
and unlimited territories. PART TI ME
or FULL TIME call 774-2382.

Clearly mark
the

Talking Pe1'!iOnals are a quick and easy way to find out
more about the person placing the ad, to share more about
yourself, or just to see who's out there.

CBW Box # on
the

Whenever you place a Person-to -Person ad in Casco Bay
Weekly, you will be assigned a Talking Person.a1 number
(TPL), free! You can leave an outgoinf message so that
others can hear and leave messages 0 their own for you!

outside corner

of

To listen to the Talking Personals in this issue just follow
these simple instructions:
'

I

and

Each call costs 95¢ per minute, billed to your phone .

2. When the machine answers. dial access code 22.

DWM 25. 5fI.8in .• 145 D/blond and
blue. seeks to meet new faces(SlD .
females) must enjoy dining. dancing.
partying to R&R and the great out
doors. Must be secure. So lets get
crazy. your letter gets mine. Write
P.O . Box 712.Westbrook. ME 04092.
DWM. Professional desires serious
long-term committment- wishes to
surrender ego to dominant SWF. 35+
Will
pleasure.
worship.
obey.
Portiland area south CBW 398 TPL It
22249.
DWM.32.medical professional . intellectual. sensualist with varied interests and liberal values. seeking
SWF/DWF 25-35. for adventure and
sharing. Photo appreciated. promptly
retumed CBW Box 400.

I:

.I

I'

Desperately seeking Jenny. I keep
seeing you alone in the theaters . The
last time was at the 3:55 showing of
'1 Come In Peace· on 10/2 at the
Nic. Perhaps we could see a movie
·alone· together. John CBW Box
408. TPL It 22244.
GWF looking for Ladies who look like
Ladies not men. II you're over 30
and want to laugh. have fun. ye~ to
be able to be serious at times. let's
get together. Send phone number
and address. CBW Box 405. TPLIt
22242.
GWM would like to meet one good
man lor one-to-one relationship between 25 and 45. Write to me. Send
picture and phone number. CBW
Box 392
HE- educated. gentle. sensitive.
MWM. seeks similar HER. 45-70. for
long-term. sincere relationship. Contact CBW Box 409. with interests
and expectations.
Handsome werewolf. 26 with looks
and a heart to make your caldron stir
and your black cat purr. seeks slim
and curvy Elvira type for enchanting
times. I've stalked the local haunts
lor you but found only true witches.
CBW Box 403.
LlVE-ONE-ON-ONEI
1-900-8200202. When you want a friend to talk
to. it's the only number you'lI ever
need. $2.50 per minute.

II I said I could make you laugh
would you NOT answer this ad? If I
said I am looking for someone who is
down to earth. able to get a high on
life itsell. responsible and a nonsmoker. would you answer this ad? II
I said I am a SWF 27 who is trying to
locate a SWM 26-30 to have some
fun with and possibly a relationship.
Would you have begun writing? Well
I need to hear your "yes-yes- yes's'
to these questions or you shouldn't
write! But. I hope you do ...CBW Box
400 TPL It 22251 .

II you want to meet a field-walking.

3. The machine will ask for a specific number.
Enter the "TPL" number listed at the end of
the ad you wish to respond to.
4. Usten to the recorded message·. and leave
your response if you wish.

"

All caIb an: oc_ned. Obocene meuageo ... 10 be deJ.,ted.
·Person·to-Penon advertisers may choose ROI 10
leave an ou11lOing message.

dating services

SWM 31. 5'9·.140 home schooled
(TV. partying. role-playing mystify).
Felt women hated men ; lived
thoughtfully ascetically. Loved nature. truth. music. family. Ufe regret
became joy. Now seeking non-smoking woman with inner life who wants
loVer
and
traveling
companion.Shipping 2 of 3 months (back
November). CBW Box 391

HOT TALKING PERSONALS!

./

Casco Bay
Weekly

Portland ME

Dance Class starts October 26. Ten
sessions. Maine Ballroom Dance.
614 Congress SI. Call Diana at 7743373 lor information/registration.
(leave message for call back).

1·900·646·4646
u.ten to tIIcM-..cIe of Voice Ada recorded
by SEX\, Men & Women who went to
meet YOU - CAU US NOWI It'. fwl - _y
end Includes Voicemall for extno prlney.
' 1.45/ min. More In(o: (305) 565- 4455. Ext. 5713

BIKE- City-mountain Schwinn frame .
Schmano components. Perfect for
in-town riding. Must sell. $175. or
best offer. Call 775-2103.
PEACE KITES!!I Get yours now for
the One World! One Sky Intemational Kite Fly for Peace. October
14th. Kites on sale at the MAYBE
SOMEDAY bookstore. 773-3275.
Roland Jass Chorus 120 Amplifier
$525 .00 and Ibanez 6 string Acoustic
GUitar. $275. Call Keith 774785O.after 6 PM.
Senegalese
Dijimbwae
Rythmn
Drum . Get off those bongos and
congas and drum the real thing I Excellent condition. $300. Call Tim at
878-8328 alter Spm .
Twin bed for sale. $70.00 includes
mattress and box springs. Almost
brand-new.
Must sell. Moving.
Please call 772-4483 . leave message.

wanted

FREEl FREEl FREE! Junk car
removal. Any condition. car carriers
available. Call 774-0268.

Gay Matching!
~:!Ilallllr 800-633-6969

lost & found
FOUND- British passport on Spruce
Streel. 761-4264.

or

Jazz vocalist searching for musicians
to form trio. Call or leave message at
871-0521 .

Dependable. Experienced
References
773-9070
College Student with truck available
to do odd jobs and moving . Very
handy and can fix most anything .
Experienced mover who will move
you for less. 774-2159 anytime.
DOGWALKER - Dog needs more
exercise. but you don't have the
time? I'll walk and exercise it for you .
I am very responsible.experienced.
and good with dogs. Call Stuart. 8790314 for arrangements.
G & B CLEANING COMPANY- offers
first time FREE cleaning! We can
contract offices. homes and commercial properties. References. bonded. FREE ESTIMATESI772-5173.
HOME- OFFICE- CONDO- Don·t
have the ti me to do those everyday
chores? Cleaning. Daily. weekly. and
monthly rates. References provided.
Call us today lor a FREE estimate.
879-7049.

BATH ANTIQUES SHOW - 70
dealers. October 14. 10am-3pm.
Bath Junior High School. off Congress Ave ..Bath. ME. Admission
$2.00.
With
ad.
$1 .50.
PT
PROMOTIONS. INC.

JUST RESUMES. Let the experts
create a winning resume perfect for
you. Laser printing. Low rates. Satisfaction guaranteed. 772-6116.

I DoullT TH/'IT ~ Ol.\ Go FL'jING AROUND
AND I Douer ~ou 60 DOWN INTO HnL.
TO OIl' EQVA LS' WHFH? M~ AVNT WILDA
!-lAS SLEEPIN G PIL LS I HeLD THE BOTT LE

DEAO . S I-I-E Al,READ::I I-\ AS l3 0rne Nr"6 H, MP,~fS A ND DAO N16 tlTMAR.E"S AN 0 /l'\oM
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NOTE: ? D ~ A l1- t V!; l1-':J BOD ~.

ON t S. I WI L L \-l AVE W PLAN IT OUT SO
CAR EE vL. I GUES"S 'jOIA CAN Tt' l..l. TH AT
SOM E'ir\ IN6 S Rf,A L Wltt N \:lOlA CAN

THe MAIN T\-\ING I VVOUl..D NOT WANT I ~
FoR. MA\<.I..':lS TO SEE ME AfTER l WAr

N I6ttT/V'IA Rf.5. I 'Do N' r WANT TO AD D Sl>Tt12

BE"l.. I~ V E

~OU·R. E AC.jUAI.., Lj DO IN (, IT
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Model. M.29. well built. 6 It.• dark
hair. mustache . seeks to pose for
female artists. Erotic art a specialty.
travel no problem. Please include
your phone number with area code.
CBWBox 394 .
TYPING. resumes. papers. correspondence. reports. spreadsheets.
etc. IBM PS2. laser printer. Wordperfect. Lotus t -2-3 . Will work from your
disk if desired. Reasonable rates.
fast turnaround. Call Patti White 7730669

:.~ -:-::.,

BOOKKEEPING.
ACCOUNTING
AND
TAX
PREPARATION
for
businesses and individuals. High
caliber work at affordable rates. 17
years experience .Stave McCracken
Acoounting Serivces 797-4510.
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Professional Painting Contractor
879-7055

College Student Specializing in Interior Work
Competitive Rates
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for display classified (border ad) rates call CBW at 775·6601

rates and fine print
RATES

Mnu~

___________________________________________________________________________________

All chlrges Ire per wssk.

Up to 30 words
$7.00
31·45 words
9.00
46·60 words
11.00
Each additional word
after 60
.15

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

DEADUNES
MotIiIay IIOOW . Display Ids: FriOy 5 p.lI.

POLICV

1987 Honda CRX. silver with black
interior. AMlFM cassette.
new
muffler.
exceptionally
well
maintained. great on gas but sporty.
$5.500. 773-6135.

I AsK\: CIND lj LVDER,.,.,%R. 10 sH. EYER.
WA NT TO KI LL i1E"i<SELF. SH E SAl D 'O~ YE"AH,
A\,L OF HIE TIM E ., SH" SAID ONE Il/I'1f SItE
ALfIIOST DID IT 8 ~ TA\< IN G A WH OLE BoTTL E
FLAVO/l.. ol!.AN6f AS PI RINS BUTT11f N
SHE 8/1 i<H O IT OLl T AT ru ~/,ST /I'1 I N U r E

HATE TO WRITE LETTERS? Let me
write lyrical. lucid. letter-perfect personaVbusiness letters for you . The
right words for many occasions . Call
LETTER BY LETTER. 773-4772.

HOUSE CLEANING
SERVICE
• • • • •

LiIll •• S:

wheels

by Lynda Barry

SELF ESTEEM AND WELL-BEING
FOR CHILDREN. Wholistic classes
include yoga. movement. relaxation.
self-awareness and creativity offered
at CHILDLIGHT CENTER 87 High
Street. Portland. REGISTER NOW
for 8 week session. age groups 4- 10
years. Call Marilee Musters 6462511 or 871-7444.

stuff for sale

SWM.38. active. healthy. outdoors
type would like to meet basic. caring.
natural. down-to-ilarth. granola type
woman with simple qualities and
values. Someone to get to know and
share a clean. healthy lifestyle with
and also become my best friend.
CBWBox407.

404.

to

04102

SWM. 31 . 511.101n .• 175. good looking. professional with varied interests
and willing to try new things . seeks
adventurous. witty. SWF (25-30) to
share fun. life. and possible
relationahip in Portland area. Please
send photo. Retumed promptfy and
letter. CBW Box 410.

Tired of the dating service. blind
dates and Ladies Nite. doing the bar
scene? Grab a pen. some paper. a
snapshot and a stamp. With heating
oil rising . stay warm this winter with
this wealthy. adventurous and wacky
SWM of 34. All replys amnswered
and photos returned. Looking for
your one and only? Then try the personals. Everyone else is . CBW Box

reply

187 Clark St.,

dance-stepping .horseback- riding .
movie-watching. spaghetti-cooking.
fun -Ioving.(whew). SM . 27. why not
take a chance? I don't smoke. nor
use drugs and I drink very lightly. I
am seeking for SWF. 25-30 down-toearth. humorous. bright and attractive . All photos and phone "s accepted. Portland area. CBW Box 402
Retired gentleman has home in
Maine & Florida; likes to travel.
Would like to meet (non-smoker)
lady in her 60's who likes the same.
P.O. Box 10883 Portland. ME 04104.

send your

Gay & Lesbian Begining Ballroom

biz services

the en"elope
I . Dial 1-900·896-2824 from any touchtone phone.
Caring. sensitive. SWM. 47. seeks
trim . affectionate woman. same age
or younger. from Portland. Lewiston
areas. who enjoys the arts. the
Coast. Boston. romantic weekend
get-aways and sharing new experiences in a long-term. loving
relationship. CBW Box 406.

learning

3 CFA Registered Himalayan kittens.
and
blue
Beautiful
bluepoints
creams. 2 females and 1 male.
Ready October 14th. $250. Will teke
deposits/payments.
Vetcheck
+
shots. 874-0462. Tim .

CBWwilllIOI plittl.llttllat . . to .yor.t1I1XU1I.1'fk:es IIr-.yorloodl Of
14, willi ,.ra" _II aJ11le... caw will IlOl prim hIIl .. mes, strael addl1lSS8S,

or

pIIotIIMlmben il lie PERSON TO PERSON.c:tiOII. PERSON TO PERSON Mwertiletl
IIIU?\ either provide • Post Office aOl.mller i. tllelr" or u. tile caw SOl Semce.
AlI.~ormaliol cotaning PERSON TO PERSON antrtiletl is kept strictly
!XInlldenti.• I. caw _II1II rilht to cailgorilll, rail. erdi••ds .... to
...pprapnlle conle .., lie.

WHAT IS A WORD?
A wan! is considerad • wonI wile. It hat • spice on ~~ sides. Aphone IIImller is
Dill won!. PunClu••ioII it lrae.

ERRORS

C8~ IhllllIO.lleliable "r.ay IypogllphiCllelTlln. omissions,
.~idI H 110 llleet the nlut or conlent olille I. or .bltlnli.11y

REFUNDS

Claaified

orchlnges in thud
_age tile lII.lilll.

".111 _ .....ble. Clllllit wi. H issuN wile•• liable

MterminIMI.

IIITOf lin lien

Category _ _ _ __

Address,_____________

Total Number of Words _ _ _ __

City, Zip,_____________

Basic Rate _ _ _ __

Phone (days), _ _ _ _ _ (eyes) _ _ _ _-++ Extra Words at _~ Each _ _ _ __
Complete payment must accompany
all advertising. NO REFUNDS. There is
a $10 charge for all returned checks.

CBW Box $5.00/Wk _ _ _ __
No
Talking Personal Line _-=C""ha:.:;rga::s:....-_
Check One,.O 1100
COST PER WEEK _____________
MuHiply cost by numbsr
of weeb Id will run, ______

Bring or mail ads with payment 10:
Casco Bay Weekly
Classified Dept.
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102
Q Check or Money Order enclosed
Monday·Friday 9 to 5
Card'
or call 775·6601

TOTAL DUE, _ _ _ __
Q

VISA

Exp •• at.

Q

Mastertard
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body & soul
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'Deep Image Dreamwork ' Group ALCOHOL is no longer a focus in
Active Imagination' Jungian Orienta- your life. You have successfully met
tion' For more information call your objective of living an a1coholDeborah 767-5240.
free life. In spite of the benefits
AFTER MACHISMO, WHAT? Men's gained, frequently there remains an
support group forming in Portland. indescribable void which is not
Tentative Wednesday evenings, 7-9. clearly defined or easily expressed. If
you are continually
Umited to 8 men . $20. fee . Issues you find
will include problems with intimacy reassessing yourself + your view of
and commitment, the miSSing father, the world, join with others who share
changing roles of women . Facilitated this dilemma .. .to explore, to exby Rick Lynch, psychotherapist in amine, to support, to resolve. For
private practice, active in Men's more information call 772-6892.
Movement several years, who has
studied with Robert Bly & - James
Hillman. 874'{)681 .

I.

Women
and
Relationships : A
Workshop using Jungian Typology
and Meyers-Briggs. November 17th.
lOam to 4pm . Portland area. Carole
Burstein, Ph.D. 883-4989, Pa1rica
Williams, M.D. 674-2112.

Early AM, effective weight control
group to start October 18. Education
and support set you free! Licensed
and registered dietician with proven
track record leads upbeat and
educational therapy group, 7:30-8:30
AM, Thursdays in the Old Pc:>rt.
Private weigh-ins, accurate, concise
nutrition information. Work with your
life-style to accomplish your health
goals and life-weight maintenance.
Group limited to 8. Call for reservation, 82S-1310, Joan E. Herzog,
R.D.,L.D.

Counseling for eating and body image issues. Two NEW GROUPS
beginning in October. Call Usa Bussey, MA. CEDT 775-7927

For a complete listing of workshops,
retreats, seminars: JOURNEY INTO
THE
ENSOULMAKING,
ENCOUNTERING
NEAGRAMM,
SELF IN NATURE, DRAWING AS A
WAY OF SEEING, CALL: Dwinell &
Hall at 799- 1024.

Couples Therapy Group now form ing, Scarborough. Carole Burstein,
Ph. D., Jungian Therapist, David
Finkelhor Ph.D., Director- Family
Violence Research Laboratory, Durham, NH. For more information- 8834989.

for Women
K~thl ecn

POLARITY REALIZATION
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

Luke, M .A .
Ml/l1'ork i5
n :ll/crcci ill
/I1I1,11illll

1'5.1/C/"'/o,llY
nud /oclI::oed
;,

011 l1urtllrillg
YOllr IInll/raJ

Individual
&groups

wisdolll.

799-4927

Scarborough, Maine
772-8332 or (508) 356-9376
Polarity Therapy is the healing science
of aligning the living energy fields 01
the body. It is the healing art of
recognizing and working with the lile
force 1D bring about
the highest level of
clarity, inner truth and vitality.

n3-3275.
LEARNING FROM ANXIETY: A SIX
WEEK EXPLORATION. We all experience anxiety, and our natural
response is to want it to stop, to get
rid of the unpleasant feelings. Bu1
anxiety is often a signal that our life
is out of balance, that we need to
pay attention to an ignored part of
ou rselves, or that we need to deal
with a painful place within us. In this
workshop, we will identify various
aspects of anxiety and explore not
only means for coping with these
painful feelings, but how to gain from
them valuable guidance in understanding ourselves and the way we
live. 6 Wednesday evenings 7:008:15pm
Begining
October
17.
Cosl:$75. For more information call
Keith Walker, LCSW, 774-1789.

Our 160-hour PoI_riIy T....py
CertiIiCOI1Ion Progrem meets one
weekend a month tor 7 months,

INTRODUCTORY
MYERS BRIGGS
TYPE INDICATOR
WORKSHOP

beginning October.
The program covers all aspects 01
polarity therapy with an emphaSis on
personal transformation.

Led..,

-

ISM'S AND OSOPHY'S- from Buddism to Taoism : from Theosophy to
Anthroposophy
at the
MAYBE
SOMEDAY bookstore, 19S Congress
St., Munjoy Hill. 1-8 p.m . Mon.-Sat.
Also discussion group on Taoism

C. WAITE MACUN M. DIY.

Thured-r,.....,....ber 1, 1Il10

Approved by Maine Dept. Ed. Nurses
CEUs. Member APTA. ABMP affiliated
school. Please call for information.

WecIn • .-y, Nov_ber7, 1leo
8:30 pm-1:3O pm

iI

!1

A _ltIve, Am ........, Useful
Experience
For broch... end Infonn_, cell
773-1314

;.

HEALING

I

, Psychic, Spiritual, Physical

I

871-0032
r

Perso7II1l DeT>elopmnd ClllS5eS
Perso7II1l Bauma/Wholntess
Psychic CAROL B. CURRAN, MS, CSW-IP

.,

Midwife: Prenatal cere, homebirth,
in-hospital labor support, nutritional
counseling . Call for more information
on the midwife option in childbirth of
to set up a free consultation visit,
Heidi Fillmore-Patrick 657-3180

I

I j

INTOWN COUNSEUNG CENTER

I'

Treatment for Addictions, ACOA Issues and Co-Oependcncy
JndIriduaIa, Groupo _ Couple<

r

Moving With Our Spirit Guides- a
one day workshop on Sunday, October 28, combining
authentic
movement and expressive therapy
techniques. Discover and explore
those Spirits who touch and enrich
our inner Truths. Call Caroline Loupe
at 871-8274.

Lucy C. Chudzik

lI;

207-761-9096
Ucenaed. Sut:.tance Abuse CounacIor

I, .

477 Congress Street· Portland, ME 04101

, I:

Psychotherapy Center of Maine
Sarah}. Bulley, LCSW

I,

Psychotherapist
, Life TralUlitfoti • RelatlOllSbip Addktlorts
• Self Es~_/Empow~ • GulMd PaNmtlttg

871-9256
WOMEN'S ADVANCED RECOVERY GROUPS
Bi-weekly ongoing groups have openings
Group process deals with spectrum of
RECOVBRY/EMPOWERMBNT/ SPIRl7tlALlTY ISSUES
Late Tuesday afternoons and evenings
139 Park Street, Portland
Jane Ryan M.s. Ed, 727-35S4
Susan Scott M.s_Ed. 775-2233

Ed Chaolo

ASTROLOGY READINGS
883-9255

Scarborough, MaJoe

,

If:
I
j
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DO YOU HAVE

: an empty space?

~
~
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1
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Classifieds can help you fill
your home or apartment

AAA A AAAAAAA A A . A . A . A .

METAPHYSICAL READING from a
spiritual perspective offer insight and
practical application regarding your
current energy field, life lessons,
personal symbols and challenges.
Call Regina at 729'{)241 .

~
~

A • • AA AA .A

OMEGA, THE COMPLETE SHAKTI
SYSTEM is a hands-on healing system based on the sacred mystery
schools of Atlantis, India, Egypt, and
Tibet. A lecture/demonstration will be
neld on Thursday, 11 October at
U.S.M., Luther Bonney Auditorium.
Doors open at 6:30. Admission is
$5.00. OMEGA workshops will be
held during the . following week.
Questions should be addressed to
Kevin Higgins/Susan Stone at ONE
OF HEARTS. 772-83321871'{)287
SUPPORT GROUP for men and
women. Exchange fatigue and
thought additions for energy and
self-esteem through use of relaxation, meditation and psychic direction. Weekly meetings. Call Carole
Curran , Director 871'{)o32.

Don't let good space
go to waste.

occupy
IT

SOMEONE ELSE'S

with a display
classified ad in

TREASURE

Casco Bay Weekly.

advertise it in

caJ177%6m

Call 775-6601 for rate
information.

roommates
2 GF looking for a third to share 3
bedroom duplex in the Deering Oaks
area. $213. rent plus 113 utilities. Call
761-4061 (keep trying).
ACT NOW!I! Roommate needed for
beautiful, fully fumished 2 bedroom
apartment. 1st floor, fireplace, cable,
washer/dryer. ONLY $200. month +
113 U1ilties. Call Kelly or Steve 772-

1904.
AVAILABLE NOWII 2 bedroom
apartment in South Portland with
professional female. Plenty of space,
privacy & sunshinel $240.00 +112
utilities. Sorry, no pets. Call 7993685, leave message.

Back Cove is 2 112 blocks from this
3-4 bedroom Woodfords home.
Porch, yard, hardwood floors, quiet
lifestyle. Seek non-smoking professional woman. $225.+ 774-7058
Beautiful waterfront home, 10 acres,
10 room house. Your own wing,
share kitchen, washer/dryer. MlF
wanted. $275.+ utilities. West Bath,
45 minutes from Portland. 443-4869.
Beautiful waterviews of Casco Bay.
East Prom. apartment needs 1
responsible, chemical-free adult to
share fully restored VICtorian building. Livingroom, diningroom , kitchen
pantry, and large hall, lastefully furnished. $300. plus 113 U1ilities. Available Nov.1. 774-3013, leave message .
CAPE
ELIZABETH. Seek 3rd
roommate for duplex near Fort Williams. Pleasant home, nice area, live
year round. Seeking someone
reasonably
quiet,
non-smoking,
responsible. $250. + utilities. Call
767-1274. or 799-4006.
FALMOUTH -seeking one or two
roommates to share in non-smoking,
vegetarian,
meditating,
artistic
household. Three private rooms
available November 1st. Rent $400.
for one person or $500. for two persons, plus shared utilities, Call Usa
878-8673.
FALMOUTH : 3rd roommate. Male/Female, non-smoker, wanted for
great house 10 minutes from
Portland. Has everything including 4
baths! $35O.month +utilities. Call
781 -5041 . Available immedately.
Female roommate wanted, a prof. or
grad. student, quiet, tidy, to share
with female writer, an oceanfront furnished winter rental, 12 minutes from
Portland. $300 plus 1/2 utiUties and
security deposit. Call 883-&421

Portland- I'm looking for a female/male non-smoker to share a 2 bedroom condo. Brighton Avenue area.
Washer/dryer, all applianced, convenient. $275/month plus 112 utilities
call n4-4916.
ROOMMATE WANTED to share
sunny 3 bedroom apartment in West
End. View of water, gas heat. Prefer
no pets . $l83.month plus 1/3
utilities. Call Dave or Mall 773-2805

Roommate wanted MIF Non-smoker,
to share spacious apartment in
Sebago Lake farmhouse. 10 miles
from UM Gorham campus. No dogs.
References required. $300. includes
everything except phone. Call 6424828.

COMPLETELY RENOVATED 1 bedroom. 2 minutes from Downtown,
view of Back Cove, deck, parking included. $425.+ U1ilities. Let's talk.
Eastern Prom. -Spectacularl Huge
lUXUry apartment HAS EVERYTHINGI Available 11-1. Call 871'{)136.
OLD PORT ARMS, LOWER EXCHANGE STREET, Unique 1 bedroom apartments now available.
Variety of styles , includes 2 levels
w/loft. Perfect location 10 all intown
activities and businesses. Unique architecture, WIW carpet, fully applianced kitchens, spacious rooms.
Rents range from $450- 525.1month
plus utilities. For more information
call SPECTRUM INC. 797'{)223.

Part-time spaca aVai.lable i~ tas~
fully fumished therapiSts ~fftce , hiStoric building. Ideal for hohsttc practitioner beginning practice. Rates
reasonable - based on individual
needs. Center for Personal Professional well-being. n2·1896.

houses/rent

HOUSE FOR RENT- 3,4,or 5 bedrooms, 1 112 baths, large living and
dining areas, kitchen complete with
.lenn-Aire stove and dishwasher.
Perfect for roommates or in-home
business. Cellar, garage and lots of
parking in Falmouth near Exit 10.
ON WESTERN PROM: 3 bedroom Easy commute to Portland or USM.
apt. , off street parking . Unusual, in- :..79.::,7:.,-.:2::388::.:,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
teresting. AVAILABLE NOW! 7720774, leave message and best time
to call back.

On the water- South Portland. Furnished 3 Bedroom with yard. No
Pets. Available 11 -90 through 5-91.
$550 . Month + utilities. 871'{)126.
TOPSHAM Immaculate 2 bedroom
condominium with beautiful stencilling. Large insulated attic for storage.
Private, quiet location, yet close to 195 ,
shopping
center,
health
club.$625.1month + utilities. Call 7298983 or 846-5517 in evenings or
leave message.
Clean,
quiet
Woodfords
area.
efficiency. Parking , laundry, large
yard, heat and water included.
$350.lmo. Call 774-7850.

studio/rent
Artists' studios- join artists -photogs
-craftpersons in arts only building.
From $l50/month includes sink,
heat, utilities. Also very large studio
(2,000 sq. ft .). 799-7890
STUDIOS in a place where all your
neighbors are artists- THE ARTISTS'
STUDIOS- a security minded, historical, downtown building restored
to meet the artist's needs, from pressed tin ceilings to life drawing
groups. All utilities included. No hidden costs. Call us today, 799-4759.

Roommate wanted. Spacious 2-bedroom apartment on Munjoy Hill. Off
street parking, outside deck. $290.
month includes heat. Call 775-1920
Seeking one responsible Male/Female roommate to share large,
beautiful oceanfront home in Cape
Elizabeth
with
2
professional
females. Four bedrooms, 2 baths,
washer/dryer, 2 wood stoves, oil
heat. VieW is unbelievable: tront yard
is a private beach . Must see to
sppreciate. Smoking
negotiable,
prefer no pets. $400. + 113 utilities.
879-2526,
days:
799-9607,
evenings. Janel
Two neat, non-smoking, Male/Female's wanted to share sunny, 4
bedroom with 2 active, 30 year old
graduate students. (1 away weekdays). Quiet, Woodfords area with
yard,
parking,
washer/dryer,
hardwood floors. 2 bedrooms available November 1st. $210.lmonth
+utilities. n5-2563.
Very sunny, very spacious, 2 bedroom
apartment,
nice,
green
neighborhood near USM, to share
with professional Female, (30's).
Lots of storage,
washerldryer,
$275Jmonth + 1/2 utilities and
security deposit. n3-9656.

TherapeU1ic Massage. Ease tension
and relieve stress through the benfi1s
of massage. Nourish your health and
well-being. Pam Richards. C.M.T.

MlF-N/s Responsible for 2 rooms
available in three bedroom apartment Close to USM. No pelS. $235 +
utilities. Security daposit. 828-1319.

Creative types look for studio space in
Casco Bay Weekly's classifieds.

-Darth
-Annette
-Otto
-Carmen
-Minnie

- Dick's guard
-Karol
-Frankie
-Beau

-Bobby

-A.J.
-Teddy
-Sydney
-Neil

-Sally
- Bella

-Fearless
-Dick

Of the numerous variations
possible in the Name Chains
puzzle, we favored:

MINNIE Pearl Buck Heruy
Morgan FAIRCHILD

O. Heruy James Joyce (Carol)

-Basil
-Lloyd

OATES

-Doug
-Ruhollah
-Chiquita
-Maurice

Jefferson DAVIS

BOB Dylan Thomas
ALOO Ray Charles Percy Shelley
DUVALL

-George

-W.e.

Real Puzzle #39

KA1HARINE Ross Martin (Luther)
King VIDOR

-Liz

-Harry

NAT (King) Cole Porter

-Napoleon

WAGONER

-"Mad"

TINY Tim Conway1WITIY

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is a $20 gift certifi.cate from Alberta's for the first prize winner, The second pnze
winner receives a $15 gift certificate from Lola's Kitchen.
Drawings are done at random. Contestants are ineligible to
win more than one prize in a four-week span. Only one entry
is allowed per person per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle must be received by
Wed., Oct. 17. The solution to this week's puzzle will appear
in the Oct. 25 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best
guess to:

DEBORAH Harry James D?an
Martin MULL
PHYLLIS Grorge (Hennan "Babe")
Ruth Roman POLANSKI

SANDY Dennis James Cow
CHANEL
JODIE Foster Brooks Robinson

CRUSOE
BEATRICE Arthur Godfrey

Real Puzzle #41

CALAMITY Jane Alexander

Casco Bay Weekly

Hamilton JORDAN

WILLIE Nelson Eddy Arnold.
PALMER

Portland, Maine 04102

UPfON Sinclair Lewis Carroll

.ka
;'

ARTISTS' STUDIOS
Join several other Anists, Photographers, Craftspersons and Art· Related people in this
downtown building exdusively devoted 1D the Arts. High "",lings, sinks in each studIO.
All utilities, low rental rates. 799-7890 Of 799-4759.

HAROLD Uoyd Nolan Ryan
O'NEAL

TOMMY John Amos Otis
REDDING

~
"

ANrnONY Burgess Meredith
6.

BAXTER
LENNY Bruce Lee Marvin GAYE

r~

~

8.

""" .

~

i

'/

Downtown Storefront- Completely renovated. Join busy bookstore in this highly
visible high foot-traffic area on Congress Street. 2000 sq ft, 165 It sheetrock wall,
high c&iiing. Ideal for flit GaHety, Frame shop, Boutiques, etc. Vety reasonable rent.
TURNKEY - ready 1Doccupy. 799·7890.

,'.

, 9.

Maine Times Rental'
Real Estate Connection

Call 1-900-896-2022, access code
28, and flsten carefully to the
operator's Instruc1lons.

I

t :;

Looking for a rental or real
estate to buy? Call the Maine
Times Rental / Real Estate
Connection line for descriptions
of exciting properties for sale or
rent in Maine. By listening to
owners or brokers describe
the ir properties , you will learn
much more about a house and
its charms . You may find your
dream house todayl

n3-3364.

smoker. $325.+ 1/2 utilities. Call 7610840.

We'd like you to match ei\ch of the following hats or .
chapeaux with the celebrity or headliner who helped make It
famous.

OCONNOR

Female roommate needed to
large 3 bedroom apartment.
area. Fireplace, hardwood
$312. month +112 utilities.

Cove area . Deck, WID , basement
storage, off street parking, non-

Solution to

187 Clark Street

West End Share Sunny apt. with
lefty, veggie, arty adults, cat and a
baby in beautifully renovated Victorian . Room is small, but cheap.
$l83lmo. plus 113 utilities. 761-1810.

One female to share 2 bedroom
condo with one female + a cal Back

Hat check

CAMBRIDGE

Roommate wanted to share sunny, 2
bedroom condo on Eastern Prom.
Furnished, washer/dryer, views of
water. Available November-Apr~ .
$325.+ 112 utilities. Non-smoker. Call
729-7112.

Malel
MlF, Non-smoker to share furnished
share
house in quiet South Portland locaUSM
tion. $375. includes utilities. Must like
floors.
pets. Phone 799-4056 evenings.

n5-6636.

offices/rent

Roommate needed to share second
floor apartment in quiet Westbrook
neighborhood with one other person
and two cats. $250.lmonth includes
utilities, yard, parking. Call evenings,
856-0066 or 854-1624.

THE USTENING MIND: HEARING
YOUR OWN INTUITIVE WISDOM. A
two day workshop on developing intuition will be given by Winter and
Mchael Robinson , October 27 and
28. The workshop wiH focus on belief
systems, asking clear questions, ~s
tening and developing trust in the information one receives. $150. for two
days. Call 929~60 for a brochure
or to register.

Higgins Beach- Roommate wanted
MlF, 24-30, N/s to share modem, 3
BR house with 2 males. Includes
deck, fireplace, WID . See to believe.
$267 Jmo. + 1/3 utilities. 883-1292

apts/rent

n4-6363.

YOUR JUNK COULD BE

GENDER STUDY GROUP- for men
and women to explore what it means
to have grown up being male or
female. Starting October 22, twice
monthly, Mondays 6 :30-8:30 PM,
Portland. $3O.lsession. Call Carrie
Peterson, 773-9625 or Rick Lynch,
874.{)681 for information.

Therap y

( McKu~i )

Women Drawn to Wellness Begins
October 11 (6 Thursdays) Explore
the language of symbols which
guides us toward wallness and
wholeness . The personal mandala
artform will be the focus for sharing,
releasing blocked energy and discovering our personal symbols of
transformation . Relax I Learn the art
of centering! Explore the mind's
potential to heal! 9 :30-11 :30 am. $20
per session. No art expenence
necessary. Call Vera Berv, M.A. 7819903.
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And the (ONE AND
- ONLY!) winner is ... Joseph Gunn
of South Portland. Go drop

some names at Alberta's,

This line IS available 24 hours a
day. A charge of 95¢ per
minute will appear on your
telephone bill.
For more information , call Lee
at 729-0126.

© 1990 United Fea ture Syndicate.
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e1cometo
Casco Bay
Weekly.

These' new and returning
advertisers help suppon us
in our effon to provide you
with an alternative to the
daily news.

Portland

774-5246

MONDAY

,.

NIGHT

Aloe Graphics
Portland

538 Congress Street

Purity Springs Resort
East Madison, NH

Rare and Used Books
Maps and Prints
Bought & Sold
Highest Prices Paid
Search Service
Tax & Insurance Appraisals

•

FOOmALL
1/2 GALLON PITa-lERS OF

•

The Galley

MOOSEHEAD ...4.SO

Falmouth

•

MILLER LITE
BOTILES .•. 1.35

New England
Family Inslirute

VOLCANO
WINGS ... 15(ea.~}~__

Portland
•
Greg Srump Productions
Portland

B1ST
10 fOOT
SCRIIN
~

Siagle items or large collections wanted

BROWS£RS AlWAYS WElCOME
10 am 10 5:30 pm Mon .• Sal.
AntiQuarian 800k.... ~AsaociotlOn of Am.nca

1-800-228-1398

IN TOWN!

761·2150

534 Congre.. st.

646·8785

Rout. 1, Well.

NEW

OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT,
MENU!

Don't touch
that thermostat ...

Mexlcali
Pizza
is

all
~!

the

I

I

Heat
You
Need!

I

•'.

.,1

..

Ii:
i

-----------•
00

$1

off:

Large or X-tra

L.<I<U . . .

Pizza

166 Cumberland Ave.. Portland
mon-sat. 1 Oam-1 Opm .774-7414

215 Foreside Road" Falmouth Foreside" 781-4262
mon-thurs, 11:30-9" fri-sat, 1l :30·1O" sun 11:30-8

FALL WINDS ARE HERE

'-::

Join Our
5th Annual

• f~

ONE SKY ONE WORLD
\

Kite Fly For Peace

Ft. William's Park, Cape Eli2abeth
~ ~
October 14,11-4 ______ ~
,
Bring ,Your pic~ic lun~h & kite and fly
~
WIth us or Just enjoy the show
.'
Call for information on how
, .
to send a Idte to a G./. in
,
Operation Desert Sheild..
,
y

t

y)

%O~fotIr;!s~ Iir
3 Wharf St . . Old Port · 871-0035

......."/
:/:\'......
*
-World Series Excitement" * ;.
/'\
1'\

HOME PLATE

Monday-Friday 5am-2pm • Saturday & Sunday 5am.lpm
join the TWILIGHT

LEAGUE for Breakfast!

Friday & Saturday Nights Ilpm-5am

' 5 DANA STREET • THE OLD PORT. 761.9567

92 Exchange Street
Portland. Maine 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open 7 Days a week

~

